
 

 DIVISION D — DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY  
APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 2013 

 
The following is an explanation of the effects of Division D, which makes 

appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2013.  Unless 
otherwise noted, reference to the House and Senate reports are to House Report 112-492 
and Senate Report 112-169, respectively.  The language and allocations contained in 
House Report 112-492 and Senate Report 112-169 should be complied with and carry the 
same emphasis as the language included in the explanatory statement, unless specifically 
addressed to the contrary in the bill or this explanatory statement.  While repeating some 
report language for emphasis, this explanatory statement does not intend to negate the 
language referred to above unless expressly provided herein.  When this explanatory 
statement refers to the Committees or the Committees on Appropriations, unless 
otherwise noted, this reference is to the House Subcommittee on Homeland Security and 
the Senate Subcommittee on the Department of Homeland Security.  In cases where the 
explanatory statement directs the submission of a report, such report shall be provided to 
the Committees on Appropriations by April 3, 2013, unless otherwise directed.  In cases 
where the explanatory statement directs a briefing, such briefing shall be provided to the 
Committees by April 3, 2013, unless otherwise directed.  
 

This explanatory statement refers to the following laws and organizations as 
follows:  Implementing Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007, Public 
Law 110-53, is referenced as the 9/11 Act; Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and 
Emergency Assistance Act, Public Law 93-288 is referenced as the Stafford Act; the 
Department of Homeland Security is referenced as DHS or the Department; the 
Government Accountability Office is referenced as GAO; and the Office of Inspector 
General of the Department of Homeland Security is referenced as OIG.  In addition, any 
reference to “full-time equivalents” shall be referred to as FTE; any reference to 
“program, project, and activity” shall be referred to as PPA; and any reference to “the 
Secretary” shall be interpreted to mean the Secretary of Homeland Security. 
 

Classified Programs 
 

Recommended adjustments to classified programs are addressed in a classified 
annex accompanying this explanatory statement. 
 

TITLE I—DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS 
 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY AND EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT 
 

The bill provides $130,000,000 for “Office of the Secretary and Executive 
Management.”  Not to exceed $45,000 of this funding shall be for official reception and 
representation expenses, and the Department is directed to submit quarterly reports to the 
Committees on DHS reception and representation expenses, as specified in the Senate 
report.  The amount provided under this heading does not include $370,000 as requested, 
for a civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 



 

assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013.  The bill also continues a provision requiring that funds made available 
for “Immediate Office of the Secretary” and “Immediate Office of the Deputy Secretary” 
shall be used to pay for official costs associated with use of government aircraft by DHS 
personnel in support of official travel of the Secretary and Deputy Secretary.  In addition, 
a new general provision is included in the bill withholding 20 percent of this 
appropriation from obligation until the Committees receive the reports and plans required 
in this Act to be submitted on or before May 1, 2013.   New bill language also is included 
that mandates the submission of expenditure plans for the Office of Policy, Office of 
Intergovernmental Affairs, the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, the Citizenship 
and Immigration Services Ombudsman, and the Privacy Officer not later than 90 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act.  This language supersedes reporting requirements 
set forth in the Senate report. 
 

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

    
Immediate Office of the Secretary  $4,286,000  

    
Immediate Office of the Deputy Secretary          2,094,000  

    
Office of the Chief of Staff  2,175,000  

    
Executive Secretary  7,592,000 

    
Office of Policy  43,750,000 

    
Office of Public Affairs  5,475,000 

    
Office of Legislative Affairs  5,800,000 

    
Office of Intergovernmental Affairs  2,380,000 

    
Office of General Counsel  21,158,000 

    
Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties  21,640,000 

    
Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman  5,650,000 

    
Privacy Officer  8,000,000 

    

 
Total, Office of the Secretary and Executive 
Management  $130,000,000  

 
 
 
 
 



 

Executive Aircraft Usage and Funding 
 

Congress adopted a new proviso covering the funding of official travel on 
government aircraft as part of the fiscal year 2010 appropriation for the Office of the 
Secretary and Executive Management (OSEM), and that language has remained in 
effect.  Congressional intent set forth in the explanatory statement of managers for that 
appropriation, and reaffirmed since, is that the OSEM appropriation is to be used to fund 
all official costs associated with the use of government aircraft by the Department of 
Homeland Security personnel to support official travel of the Secretary and the Deputy 
Secretary.  This proviso was adopted to provide increased oversight of executive travel.  
The Committees understand, however, that the Department has narrowly interpreted the 
proviso by defining as “direct” costs those that are funded by the OSEM appropriation 
and as “indirect” costs those that are funded by the Coast Guard.   

The Secretary is directed to provide a report no later than April 3, 2013, detailing 
all costs of official and nonofficial travel by the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary (both 
direct and indirect), delineated by each trip from fiscal year 2008 through the present 
within all DHS appropriations.   
 

Office of Policy 
 

 The bill includes $43,750,000 for the Office of Policy.  This funding should also 
cover the costs of the Office of International Affairs, Office of State and Local Law 
Enforcement, and the Private Sector Office.  The Committees deny the request to fund 
those three offices as separate entities that report directly to the Secretary. 
 

External Affairs 
 

The Department is directed to brief the Committees no later than April 3, 2013, on 
the potential of establishing an external affairs office within OSEM, as discussed in the 
House report. 
 

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties 
 
 The bill includes $21,640,000 for the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties 
(CRCL), reflecting programmatic increases proposed by the Department to ensure 
immigration enforcement efforts are carried out in a manner consistent with applicable 
law.  

 
 Appropriate Assistance to Stakeholders 

 
Funds are available in a number of DHS offices and components, including 

CRCL, the Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman, U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE), and United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
(USCIS) Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate, to provide appropriate 
assistance and guidance to aliens and their advocates in order to facilitate adherence to 
U.S. laws and, where possible, avoid costly and needless litigation.   These entities assist 



 

in communication between the Department and its various stakeholders.  Frequently, this 
results in budgetary savings when the correct information is provided at the earliest 
stages of the immigration process.  The Committees support these efforts. 
 

User Fees 
 
 The Secretary is directed to submit to the Committees as soon as possible the 
contingency plan to address gaps between actual and budgeted collections of user fees 
mandated in the conference report accompanying Public Law 111-83, and submit a 
revised plan no later than 90 days after the date of enactment of this Act. 
 

Quarterly Reports and Other Information Requirements 
 

The Committees underscore the importance of timely submission of quarterly 
reports on operations, as outlined in the joint explanatory statement accompanying Public 
Law 112-74.  DHS shall continue to submit the Border Security Status Reports, the 
Secure Communities Quarterly Reports, and the Detention and Removal Operations 
Quarterly Reports with the detailed information as required by such statement.  In 
addition, the information on apprehensions and recidivism rates noted in the House report 
shall be included in the Border Security Status Reports for fiscal year 2013 and beyond. 
 The U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and ICE are to brief the 
Committees no later than April 3, 2013, on their tools to reduce recidivism, as required 
by the House report. 

Further, the Office of Immigration Statistics, in conjunction with all the relevant 
DHS components, are to brief the Committees no later than April 3, 2013, regarding 
collection and reporting of complete immigration enforcement statistics, as required by 
the House report. 
 

Weapons of Mass Destruction Policy and Program Management 
 

                Language in the House report regarding the need to elevate and streamline the 
Department’s focus on efforts to address chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear 
threats and deter and counter weapons of mass destruction (WMD) is agreed to.  In 
particular, DHS should ensure clear assignment of responsibilities and unrestricted lines 
of communication both within the Department and in DHS engagement with the 
interagency and intergovernmental community.  In working towards this, DHS should 
eliminate duplication of efforts within and between Departmental components, both in 
terms of administrative resources and organization.  The Department is therefore directed 
to undertake an in-depth review of its organization, operations, and communications in 
carrying out its WMD programs, to include an evaluation of potential improvements in 
performance and possible savings in costs that might be gained by consolidation of 
current organizations and missions, including the option of merging functions of the 
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO) and the Office of Health Affairs (OHA).  
While evaluating this option, consideration should be given to realigning certain 
functions outside of the new office, as detailed in the House report.  The review should 
encompass all current and authorized DHS program activity for WMD defense; examine 



 

options for improvements on a holistic, department-wide basis, for carrying out these 
functions and operations; and include specific recommendations, to include statutory, 
organizational, administrative and funding changes.  The Secretary is directed to submit 
the results of this review not later than September 1, 2013.  Submission of this review is 
in lieu of the direction contained in the House report to develop a consolidation plan to 
merge DNDO and OHA into an Office of Weapons of Mass Destruction Defense for 
fiscal year 2014. 

Federally Funded Research and Development Centers 

The Department is directed to submit a detailed report at the time it submits its 
fiscal year 2014 budget on its current and projected use of federally funded research and 
development centers (FFRDCs), identifying FFRDCs used by components and projects 
they are supporting, and detailing FFRDC by project and appropriation for fiscal years 
2012 and projected for fiscal years 2013 and 2014. 

TWIC Reader Rule 

The Department, and in particular the Coast Guard and the Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA), is directed to take all necessary action to expedite the 
completion and publication of a final rule governing the Transportation Worker 
Identification Credential (TWIC) reader requirement. 
 

Evolving Threats 

DHS is directed to brief the Committees on how it is applying its resources to 
address evolving terrorist threats, as specified in the Senate report. 

Chemical Security 

Congress directed the Coast Guard and the National Protection and Programs 
Directorate to complete a planned Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to harmonize 
chemical security responsibilities established by the Chemical Facilities Anti-Terrorism 
Standards (CFATS) regulations and Maritime Transportation Security Act (MTSA) 
regulatory programs no later than March 30, 2012, but the agreement has not been 
finalized.  The MOU is to be completed expeditiously.  The Deputy Secretary is also 
directed to continue semiannual reporting to the Committees on these matters as outlined 
in Senate Report 112-74. 
 

Departmental Integrity Efforts 

The Deputy Secretary, jointly with the OIG, CBP, and ICE, is directed to brief the 
Committees not later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act on steps for 
addressing corruption of DHS employees, as discussed in the Senate report. 

Compact of Freely Associated States 



 

The Department is directed to promulgate regulations for the admission and 
residency of Freely Associated States (FAS) migrants, and to continue its work within the 
National Security Council Interagency Policy Committee on Freely Associated State 
Affairs, as stated in the Senate report. 

Overhead Costs 

The Department is directed to submit a plan to reduce overhead costs within 60 
days of the date of enactment of this Act, as specified in the Senate report. 

Research and Development Portfolio Reviews 

The Secretary is directed, through the Under Secretary for Science and 
Technology, to establish a review process for all research and development and related 
work within DHS, as specified in the Senate report, and to brief the Committees on this 
effort no later than 120 days after the date of enactment of this Act. 

Port Security Training Program 

The Department and Coast Guard are directed to move forward with issuing new 
national requirements for security training at marine terminals, as stated in the Senate 
report. 
 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY FOR MANAGEMENT 
 

The bill provides $218,511,000 for “Office of the Under Secretary for 
Management.”  Not to exceed $2,250 of this funding shall be for official reception and 
representation expenses.  The amount provided under this heading does not include 
$538,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a civilian 
pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within 
existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

A new general provision is included withholding 20 percent of this appropriation 
from obligation until the Committees receive the reports and plans required in this Act to 
be submitted on or before May 1, 2013.   In addition bill language is included requiring 
the Under Secretary for Management to submit to the Committees, at the same time the 
President’s fiscal year 2014 budget is submitted, a Comprehensive Acquisition Status 
Report (CASR) including the information specified in the joint explanatory statement 
accompanying Public Law 112-74, and to provide quarterly updates thereafter. 

Pursuant to a general provision in Title V of this Act, the bill provides 
$29,000,000 for “Office of the Under Secretary for Management” for costs associated 
with headquarters consolidation and mission support consolidation.  The Under Secretary 
shall submit an expenditure plan no later than 90 days after the date of enactment of this 
Act detailing how this $29,000,000 in total funding will be allocated, including a revised 
schedule and cost estimates for headquarters consolidation.  Quarterly briefings are 
required on headquarters and mission support consolidation activities, including any 
deviation from the expenditure plan. 



 

 
 The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

       

    
Immediate Office of the Under Secretary for Management  $3,100,000  

    
Office of the Chief Security Officer………………………           69,000,000  

    
Office of the Chief Procurement Officer………………….  72,000,000  

    
Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer   
     Salaries and Expenses…………………………………  24,971,000 
     Human Resources Information Technology………….  9,680,000 

 Subtotal………………………………………  34,651,000 

   
Office of the Chief Administrative Officer   
     Salaries and Expenses…………………………………  34,312,000 
     Nebraska Avenue Complex……………………………  5,448,000 

 Subtotal…………………………………………  39,760,000 

    
     Total, Office of the Under Secretary for Management...   $218,511,000  

 

Insourcing and Balanced Workforce Strategy 

The Department has been carrying out a program to balance its workforce 
between direct employees and contractor-held positions in the interest of achieving the 
optimal degree of Federal control of DHS work and to reduce overreliance on 
contractors.  In order to assess the performance of this effort, and its relative costs and 
benefits, the Department is directed to include in the President’s annual budget request a 
detailed justification of any planned insourcing or outsourcing initiatives to include a net 
present value comparison of the life-cycle cost of a contracted position or task to the cost 
of a federalized FTE.  In addition, the Department is directed to submit to the 
Committees not later than April 3, 2013, a detailed report on the performance of the 
Department's balanced workforce strategy, including numbers of insourcing or 
outsourcing decisions by component for each of fiscal years 2009-2012, associated 
savings or costs resulting from those decisions, and methodology and metrics used in the 
analysis. 

Buy American Requirements 

The Secretary is directed to submit, as part of the fiscal year 2014 budget request, 
a detailed analysis on how the Department could comply with Title VI of Section 604 of 
Public Law 111-5, as specified in the House report. 

 Front-End Technology Assessment 



 

The Under Secretaries for Management and for Science and Technology are 
directed to develop a plan for a formal technology assessment of alternatives for all non-
information technology acquisitions and to brief the Committees as stated in the Senate 
report. 
 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 
 

The bill provides $51,500,000 for “Office of the Chief Financial Officer.”  Within 
this, $5,000,000 shall remain available until September 30, 2014, to support financial 
systems modernization efforts.  The amount provided under this heading does not include 
$144,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a civilian 
pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within 
existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013.  A new general provision in this Act 
withholding 20 percent of this appropriation from obligation until the Committees receive 
the reports and plans required in this Act to be submitted on or before May 1, 2013.   
 

Financial Systems Modernization 
 

The Chief Financial Officer is directed to continue providing briefings to the 
Committees at least semiannually on its financial systems modernization efforts, and to 
highlight any funding, schedule, or implementation issues relevant to continued progress.  
Because the Coast Guard and ICE are planning improvements for their core financial 
systems, the Office of the Chief Financial Officer, in tandem with the Coast Guard and 
ICE, are to brief the Committees on the preferred solutions before funds can be obligated 
to initiate improvement efforts. The briefing is to include total resource requirements by 
fiscal year and a timeline for implementation with discrete milestones. 

Annual Budget Justifications 

The Chief Financial Officer is directed to ensure that fiscal year 2014 budget 
justifications for classified and unclassified budgets of all Department components are 
submitted concurrent with the President's budget submission to Congress. The 
justifications shall include detailed information and explanations that reflect the 
requirements set forth under this heading in the Senate report.  The Department is 
directed to submit a Future Years Homeland Security Program budget as specified in the 
House report.  In addition, the Department is directed to inform the Committees of the 
base funding level of any activity for which the budget request proposes to increase or 
decrease funding for an activity within a PPA category – and not simply cite the total 
PPA funding level.  

DHS Annual Financial Report 

The Department is commended for achieving a significant milestone by 
presenting all five financial statements for audit for the first time in the Department’s 
history and earning its first qualified audit opinion on a full-scope audit.  The Committees 
will closely monitor the Department’s progress moving forward in clearing remaining 



 

material weaknesses in Financial Reporting, Information Technology Controls and 
Financial System Functionality, Property, Plant, and Equipment, Environmental and 
other Liabilities, and Budgetary Accounting, and achieving full compliance with the 
Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982 (FMFIA), the Federal Financial 
Management Improvement Act of 1996 (FFMIA), the Single Audit Act Amendments of 
1996, and the Anti-deficiency Act (ADA). 

Appropriations Liaisons 

The DHS Budget Officer shall serve as the primary point of contact with the 
House and Senate Committees on Appropriations for Departmental and cross-cutting 
interagency issues related to budget formulation and execution, with component Chief 
Financial Officers and Budget Officers serving as primary points of contact for those 
components, as proposed in the House report. 
 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER 
 

The bill provides $243,732,000 for “Office of the Chief Information Officer.”  
The amount provided under this heading does not include $200,000, as requested, for a 
civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013.  Language is continued requiring the submission of a multi-year 
investment justification and management plan.  This plan is intended to cover 
investments funded through this account as well as those overseen by the CIO through 
the Working Capital Fund (WCF).  However, the plan should not include investments 
funded under other appropriations, as such information is provided in other reports. The 
CIO is not required to keep the Committees informed about developments in mitigating 
insider threats, as proposed by the House, as this matter is addressed elsewhere in the 
Department. 

 
The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

 

      

    
Salaries and Expenses  $118,000,000  

   
Information Technology Services  27,600,000 

   
Infrastructure and Security Activities  56,000,000 

   
Homeland Secure Data Network  42,132,000 

   
    
 Total, Office of the Chief Information Officer   $243,732,000  

_______________________________________________________ 
 



 

 
Data Center Migration 

 
 The bill provides $55,000,000 for data center migration under a general provision 
in Title V of this Act.  The Department is directed to continue to brief the Committees 
quarterly on data center migration status and plans for further migration in fiscal year 
2014.   
 

HSPD-12/Trusted Internet Connection 
 

Given the significant investment that will be required to transition the Department 
to logical access as required by Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12, the 
Department is directed to submit an implementation plan that includes estimated costs 
and deployment milestones by component no later than April 3, 2013. The Department is 
also directed to provide semiannual briefings to the Committees on its progress in 
developing trusted internet connections, in lieu of quarterly briefings on OneNet 
implementation and Networx migration proposed in the Senate report. 
 

ANALYSIS AND OPERATIONS 
 
            A total of $322,280,000 is provided for “Analysis and Operations,” of which 
$94,359,000 shall remain available until September 30, 2014, and of which not to exceed 
$3,825 shall be for official reception and representation expenses.  No additional funding 
is provided for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 
2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing 
appropriations for fiscal year 2013.  The requested increase in executive service salaries 
for the Office of Operations Coordination and Planning is denied as is the requested 
increase in funding associated with the Air Domain Intelligence Integration Element.  In 
addition, $1,800,000 of prior year balances is rescinded.  Other funding details are 
included within the accompanying classified annex. 
 
            As detailed in the Senate report, the Chief Intelligence Officer is directed to 
submit an expenditure plan for fiscal year 2013 no later than 60 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act.  Furthermore, the Office of Intelligence and Analysis is directed to 
continue to provide annual briefings on the State and Local Fusion Center Program, as 
specified in the Senate report. 
 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 
 

The bill provides $145,164,000 for “Office of Inspector General,” including 
$121,164,000 for direct appropriations and $24,000,000 transferred from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency “Disaster Relief Fund” (DRF) for audits and 
investigations related to that funding.  The amount provided under this heading does not 
include $400,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a 
civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed 
within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013.  The OIG is directed to submit a plan 



 

for expenditure of all funds no later than 30 days after the date of enactment of this Act 
and to include DRF transfers in the CFO's monthly budget execution reports submitted to 
the Committees, which shall satisfy the requirements for notification of DRF transfers 
under a general provision in Title V of this Act. 

 
Integrity Investigations 

 
Within the total provided, an increase of $3,000,000 is provided for integrity 

investigations. The fiscal year 2013 expenditure plan should identify the total funds 
dedicated to integrity investigations and their intended purpose. 

 
GAO Review 

 
The Committees are concerned that the current organization of the OIG may not 

allow for adequate independence of the OIG’s inspections and evaluations function, and 
that current organizational reporting lines hinder the timely and complete delivery of 
information to OIG leadership.  Recent developments at OIG that have left many senior 
positions occupied by acting heads have adversely affected OIG’s ability to manage its 
growing workload, and raised questions about its effectiveness and reliability in 
conducting investigative operations for which it has been assigned unique jurisdiction 
within DHS.  This has occurred at a time when the workload for OIG is growing, 
compounded by the need to address the potential of fraud associated with ever increasing 
disaster assistance and the highly sensitive issue of integrity investigations in the 
Department, particularly with regard to border security operations.  GAO is directed to 
undertake a review of (1) the organizational structure of the OIG; (2) how OIG is 
organized to report the results of audits, investigations, and inspections and evaluations; 
and (3) whether these functions are properly placed within the organizational structure of 
OIG to ensure compliance with applicable independence standards.  The review should 
be completed by December 1, 2013. 

 
 

TITLE II—SECURITY, ENFORCEMENT, AND INVESTIGATIONS 
 

U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION 
 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 
 

  A total of $8,293,351,000 is provided for “Salaries and Expenses.”  The funding 
level reflects changes in the activities supported by this appropriation.  In addition, the 
bill institutes a new PPA structure and distribution for greater accountability. 
 The bill provides $315,000,000 in appropriated funds to rectify CBP’s salary 
shortfall, created by the flawed budget request that incorrectly assumed CBP access to fee 
revenues and demonstrated inexcusably poor budget development by CBP.  Specifically, 
the President’s budget request for fiscal year 2013 assumes that CBP has access to 
$110,000,000 in fee revenues pursuant to the Colombia Free Trade Agreement’s 
elimination of certain exemptions to the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 



 

Act of 1985 (COBRA) fees.  While the fees are being collected today from travelers 
entering the United States, the fees are not accessible to CBP.  Further, the shortfall 
created by this inaccessibility persists annually until fiscal year 2022.  The Department is 
directed, in coordination with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), to include a 
means of access to these fees in the fiscal year 2014 budget request and beyond, with 
appropriate offsets.  The gap cannot be filled by appropriated funds and trade-offs within 
CBP accounts into the future.   

Compounding this deficit, CBP failed to adequately estimate its salary needs for its 
operational workforce resulting in an estimated $214,000,000 shortage in fiscal year 
2013.  After months of unanswered questions from OMB, DHS, and CBP, the House 
Appropriations Committee undertook an audit of CBP’s budget development and 
execution processes that revealed significant weaknesses.  The Department is directed to 
ensure the fiscal year 2014 request fully funds CBP’s operational workforce and mission 
needs.  Further, the Committees will continue to work with CBP in the coming months to 
ensure the weaknesses are addressed.   

The CBP funding level reflects savings and deferments proposed by CBP to reduce 
the shortfall, including:  $50,000,000 in rent savings and deferrals; $10,000,000 in project 
reprioritization and cancellations taken from Facilities Construction and Sustainment; and 
$35,889,000 from deferment of vehicle replacement.  While the Committees are 
concerned about longer term deferment of vehicle replacement, CBP currently has a 
sufficient, well-maintained fleet for fiscal year 2013.  CBP proposed other, internal 
offsets that were wholly unacceptable.  No funds are included for the Joint Operations 
Division created by CBP in 2011. 

The amount provided under this heading does not include the full amount requested 
for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013.  However, to avoid exacerbating CBP’s pay shortfall, the bill provides 
$19,558,000 across the appropriate PPAs and in the “Air and Marine Operations” 
appropriation as a contingency for a potential pay raise to cover operational personnel.  
Should the President decide not to institute the pay raise, CBP shall apply those funds to 
other operational needs, in accordance with a general provision in Title V and with 
appropriate notification to the Committees. 

The bill also restructures the Headquarters Management and Administration PPAs to 
provide greater visibility into CBP’s expenditures, as outlined in the House report.  The 
new PPA structure is provided in the table listed below.  In the fiscal year 2014 budget 
request, CBP is directed to distribute the working capital fund expenditures among the 
PPAs as appropriate to reflect the actual costs to each CBP office rather than including a 
total in the Administration PPA.   

Further, funds in existing PPAs across the “Salaries and Expenses” appropriation are 
redistributed to more closely align to offices, as outlined in the House report.  For 
example, the Office of Information Technology (OIT) is funded for its activities in the 
Automated Targeting Systems (ATS) and Inspection and Detection Technology 
Investments PPAs, in addition to the funds in the “Automation Modernization” 
appropriation that now contains OIT’s salaries and expenses.   

Border Security Inspections and Trade Facilitation (Inspections) is funded at 
$3,206,458,000, including $215,000,000 to address part of the salary shortfall noted 



 

above; $5,747,000 for prior year annualization of CBP officer staffing enhancements; 
$14,076,000 for annualization of CBP officer staff for new ports of entry and enhanced 
operations; $10,000,000 as requested for enhancing intellectual property rights 
enforcement efforts; $13,032,000 to re-baseline the Container Security Initiative; 
realignment of funds to the Other International Programs PPA from International Cargo 
Screening; and consolidation of funds into the ATS and National Targeting Center PPAs  
to more fully display the costs of those activities.  Other International Programs is 
reduced by $2,218,000, as recommended in the Senate report.  As included in the House 
report, $12,284,000 is provided to the Office of Field Operations for its entry-exit policy 
and operations responsibilities.  CBP is expected to maintain no less than 21,775 CBP 
officers, a number adjusted by CBP from prior year targets to account for all CBP 
officers as intended. 

 Border Security and Control between Ports of Entry is funded at $3,705,735,000, 
which reflects an $8,000,000 decrease to transfer responsibility for detainee medical costs 
to ICE, $11,500,000 in cost savings for detainee transportation, $100,000,000 to address 
part of the salary shortfall noted above, and full funding for the Office of Border Patrol 
and the Joint Field Command.  This level continues to support a Border Patrol agent force 
of 21,370. 
 The Air and Marine Operations PPA is moved to the “Air and Marine 
Operations” appropriation and renamed the Salaries and Expenses PPA.  As outlined in 
the House report, the PPA does not include funds for the Joint Operations Division and 
the Joint Field Command. 
 The Committees reject the proposal to move the United States Visitor and 
Immigrant Status Indicator Technology (US-VISIT) from the National Protection and 
Programs Directorate (NPPD) to CBP.  Instead, the bill realigns the policy and 
operational responsibilities of US-VISIT while retaining the information technology 
systems in a new Office of Biometric Identity Management (OBIM) in NPPD discussed 
later. 
 CBP has long been subject to limitations, terms and conditions on overtime funds 
that are carried in the Salaries and Expenses appropriation.  Funds moved from the 
Salaries and Expenses appropriation into the “Automation Modernization” and “Air and 
Marine Operations” appropriations are still subject to those limitations, terms and 
conditions. 
 The amount provided for the “Salaries and Expenses” appropriation by PPA is as 
follows: 
 

Headquarters, Management, and Administration:  
Commissioner ...................................................................................   $17,415,000 
Chief Counsel ...................................................................................   43,078,000 
Congressional Affairs .......................................................................   2,568,000 
Internal Affairs .................................................................................   154,108,000 
Public Affairs ...................................................................................   12,563,000 
Training and Development ...............................................................   77,721,000 
Tech, Innovation, Acquisition ..........................................................   26,004,000 
Intelligence/Investigative Liaison ....................................................   68,156,000 
Administration ..................................................................................   414,674,000 



 

Rent ..................................................................................................   564,871,000 
Subtotal .............................................................................................   1,381,158,000  

  
Border Security Inspections and Trade Facilitation:  

Inspections, trade, and travel facilitation at ports of entry ...............   2,718,654,000 
Harbor maintenance fee collection (trust fund) ................................   3,274,000  
International cargo screening ...........................................................   71,487,000   
Other international programs ............................................................   24,799,000   
Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) ..............   43,069,000   
Trusted Traveler programs ...............................................................   10,811,000   
Inspection and detection technology investments ............................   117,565,000   
Automated Targeting Systems .........................................................   113,826,000   
National Targeting Center ................................................................   68,127,000   
Training ............................................................................................   34,846,000   
Subtotal .............................................................................................   3,206,458,000 

  
Border Security and Control between Ports of Entry:  

Border security and control ..............................................................   3,631,796,000 
Training ............................................................................................   73,939,000   
Subtotal .............................................................................................   3,705,735,000 

Total, Salaries and Expenses ...................................................................   $8,293,351,000   
  

Financial Plan 
 

CBP is directed to submit its fiscal year 2013 financial plan by office no later than 
30 days after the date of enactment of this Act, consistent with the new distribution and 
PPAs.  Additionally, CBP shall include the working capital fund estimates by office and 
PPA. 
 

Management of User Fee Revenues 
 
CBP has not demonstrated the ability to manage fluctuations in fee funding levels.  

Given that approximately 37 percent of CBP officers are funded by user fees, the failure 
to properly project and manage these fees has a significant operational impact – not only 
on CBP but on the traveling public and on our national security posture.  To address these 
failures and to assist the Committees in their oversight, the Commissioner is directed to 
take the actions required by the House report on user fee management.  In addition, as 
required by the Senate report, CBP shall brief on the use of APHIS fee revenues and 
report on steps to advance its relationship with port authorities on staffing. 

 
Fee Balances 

 
As directed in the House report, CBP shall report on the final determination 

regarding the availability of $639,400,000 in unobligated fee balances and the path for 



 

eliminating them from CBP’s financial statements. Unfortunately, these funds are not 
accessible to CBP; however, the agency has not responded adequately to the question of 
availability raised by GAO. 
 

Innovation and Facilitation 
 

CBP is directed to continue considering and instituting innovations to more 
efficiently process legitimate travel and trade, such as those outlined in the House report.  
Further, the bill provides funds above the request toward this end, including $10,000,000 
for preclearance operations and $2,500,000 for improved signage and information about 
the entry process, as recommended in the Senate report, and $4,500,000 for Global Entry 
expansion, kiosks, and promotion, as recommended in the House and Senate reports.  No 
later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, CBP shall brief the Committees 
in detail on its full fiscal year 2013 funding for these activities as well as the use of the 
increased funds. 
 

Workload Staffing Model 
 

The Department is directed to immediately submit the CBP workload staffing 
model for Field Operations required by the joint explanatory statement accompanying 
Public Law 112-74.  This report, which has languished in a bureaucratic clearance “do 
loop,” is necessary for a responsible dialogue on CBP mission needs, including any 
demonstrated staffing needs. 
 

Cargo Security Strategy 
 

The bill provides an additional $3,000,000 for the Customs-Trade Partnership 
Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) program to ensure audits of participants are conducted as 
needed based on a risk determination.  No later than 60 days after the date of enactment 
of this Act, CBP shall brief the Committees in detail on its full fiscal year 2013 funding 
for C-TPAT as well as the use of the increased funds. 

Further, the Committees concur with the direction and concerns outlined in the 
House report regarding the cargo security strategy and look forward to seeing the 
Secretary develop and propose a meaningful alternative to 100 percent scanning. 

 
Targeting 

 
The bill provides an additional $3,000,000 for National Targeting Center (NTC) 

operations to cover pre-adjudication vetting of visa applicants.  No later than 60 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act, CBP shall brief the Committees in detail on its full 
fiscal year 2013 funding for NTC as well as the use of the increased funds. 

As required in the House report, CBP is directed to provide a detailed accounting 
of funds executed by the Targeting Analysis Systems Project Office no later than 30 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act.  CBP shall also include an annual update of this 
information with the President’s budget request. 

 



 

Entry-Exit Policy and Operations 
 
CBP is the DHS lead for entry-exit policy and operations, as recommended by the 

House.  Responsibility for implementing a biometric exit program lies with CBP.  Within 
120 days after the date of enactment of this Act, CBP, in conjunction with OBIM and any 
other appropriate partners, such as the Science and Technology Directorate, shall report 
to the Senate Committees on Appropriations, the Judiciary, and Homeland Security and 
Governmental Affairs and the House Committees on Appropriations, the Judiciary, and 
Homeland Security on the Department’s tangible progress in implementing an enhanced 
biographic exit system and biometric exit planning.  The report shall include the results 
of the Canadian pilot programs and provide an update on the Mexican pilot program.  
The Committees on Appropriations shall be briefed semiannually on exit thereafter. 
 

Border Patrol and Border Security between Ports of Entry 
 

 CBP shall submit a report to the Committees no later than 90 days after the date 
of enactment of this Act on its five-year staffing and deployment plan for the Border 
Patrol.  In addition, the budget justification for fiscal year 2014 shall include a plan 
detailing staffing and funding for the Northern Border.  Further, CBP is prohibited from 
closing Border Patrol stations in Texas, as proposed in the budget request.  CBP and ICE 
have not produced a transition plan to ensure the immigration enforcement needs of local 
sheriffs will be supported without a Border Patrol presence. 

 
Joint Field Command Structure 

 
While CBP allocated funds within its budget for the Joint Field Command (JFC), 

it is important to reassess the cost-benefit of operating the JFC, particularly as CBP 
considers other joint operation and coordination structures and confronts enormous 
budget challenges.  The need for operational coordination within CBP is no less 
imperative than its coordination with ICE, Coast Guard, and other law enforcement 
agencies active in a particular area of responsibility.  Therefore, CBP is directed to brief 
the Committees, no later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, on all plans, 
milestones, and costs for establishing and operating joint field efforts, as required in the 
House report.  In addition, the brief shall include the cost-benefit of operating the JFC. 

 
Integrity Programs 

 
The bill supports CBP efforts to reduce and prevent corruption, as well as ensure 

that its ethics, integrity, and conduct programs include training at all stages of an agent’s 
or officer's career.  Over the past five years, as the Federal law enforcement presence on 
the Nation’s borders has increased due to major increases in hiring of Border Patrol 
agents and other law enforcement officers, Congress has provided resources above the 
Presidents’ requests for the OIG, CBP, and ICE to ensure that a greater level of scrutiny 
is focused on preventing officer corruption and enhancing training on public integrity.  
Given these efforts, combined with the full implementation of the Anti-Border 
Corruption Act of 2011 (Public Law 111-338), sufficient funds were requested in the 



 

budget and are provided by this Act to continue rigorous attention to public integrity of 
DHS law enforcement personnel.  CBP is expected to work with OIG and ICE to 
aggressively investigate reports of fraud and to provide continuous integrity training to 
current as well as new employees.  CBP is directed to continue briefing the Committees 
on a semiannual basis on integrity efforts, per the House report.  In addition, GAO is 
directed to report on CBP’s integrity program no later than 120 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act, as required in the House report. 

 
Workers’ Compensation Plans 

 
CBP is directed to brief the Committees on its progress in implementing the OIG 

recommendations and related issues, as required by the House report, no later than April 
3, 2013. 
 

Preventing Human Trafficking 
 

The Committees strongly support DHS efforts to broaden human trafficking 
awareness, including through CBP’s Blue Lightning Initiative.  In lieu of the level 
recommended by the House, CBP shall fund its Blue Campaign efforts, as requested, and 
brief the Committees, as required by the House report.   
 

Training 
 

Per the House report, CBP is directed to brief the Committees on its corrective 
action plan and the status of implementation of recommendations contained in GAO-12-
269, not later than April 3, 2013.  In addition, GAO is directed to follow up on its 
findings one year after its release to identify progress that has been made and any 
remaining deficiencies. 
 

AUTOMATION MODERNIZATION 
 
 A total of $719,866,000 is provided for “Automation Modernization.”  Of that 
amount, $394,340,000 is for Information Technology, which includes salaries and 
expenses for OIT; $138,794,000 is for the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE); 
and $186,732,000, as requested, is for Current Operations Protection and Processing 
Support.  As provided in a general provision in this Act, CBP is required to submit an 
updated multi-year investment and management plan for all funds executed by OIT that 
are now largely consolidated in “Automation Modernization.” 

The amount provided under this heading does not include the requested funding for a 
civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013.  
 

Briefings 
 



 

CBP is directed to continue briefing the Committees on a quarterly basis on ACE 
progress, including the information directed by the House and Senate reports.  CBP and 
ICE are directed to jointly brief the Committees on the status of TECS modernization 
efforts, as required by the House and Senate reports, on a semiannual basis with the first 
briefing no later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act. 
 

BORDER SECURITY FENCING, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND TECHNOLOGY 
 

 A total of $324,099,000 is provided for “Border Security Fencing, Infrastructure, 
and Technology” (BSFIT).  No funds are provided for further environmental mitigation 
efforts with the Department of Interior.   
 The Committees remain concerned about the lack of progress in deploying critical 
tools and technology that the Border Patrol clearly needs to secure the border.  The 
schedule for awarding a contract for Integrated Fixed Towers (IFT) as well as to upgrade 
and purchase Remote Video Surveillance Systems (RVSS) continues to slip.  In fact, 
CBP’s schedule does not show full deployment of RVSS and IFT before fiscal years 
2014 and 2016 respectively – years after the original timelines.  Given these delays, CBP 
is directed to continue quarterly briefings and weekly notifications on procurement 
actions, as directed in the House report.  In addition, CBP is currently evaluating 
proposals submitted for IFT, a process that shall include a demonstration evaluation.  
After the demonstration phase, CBP is directed to brief DHS leadership, OMB, and the 
Committees before a contract award for IFT that would specify the number and pace of 
deployments.  The briefing is not intended to involve procurement-sensitive information; 
rather the focus is on understanding CBP’s intention regarding the number and pace of 
deployments rather than vendor-specific information. 

As of October 1, 2012, CBP has $400,000,000 in prior year unobligated balances 
in BSFIT in addition to the funds provided for fiscal year 2013.  As a result, the bill 
includes a rescission of $73,232,000, to ensure that funds do not languish unused for 
years.  As recommended in the House report, those funds are applied to CBP Air and 
Marine operations, supporting a significant increase in proposed flight hours.  These 
funds will provide immediate border security operational benefit while enabling CBP to 
maintain its IFT investments and deployments as currently planned. 
 

AIR AND MARINE OPERATIONS 
 
 A total of $799,006,000 is provided for “Air and Marine Operations.”  The 
funding includes $283,570,000 for a new Salaries and Expenses PPA moved from the 
CBP “Salaries and Expenses” appropriation; $397,399,000 for Operations and 
Maintenance to restore flight hours, including to restore unmanned aerial systems (UAS) 
flight hours above the fiscal year 2011 level; and $118,037,000 for Procurement.  The 
procurement funds include an additional $21,500,000 for purchase of an additional multi-
enforcement aircraft; $39,000,000 for the service life extension of the P-3 fleet; and 
$18,567,000 for enhanced sensor capabilities for UAS. 

The amount provided under this heading does not include the full amount requested 
for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 



 

fiscal year 2013.  However, to avoid exacerbating CBP’s pay shortfall, the bill provides 
$870,000, as part of the total $19,558,000 provided to CBP, in the Salaries and Expenses 
PPA as a contingency to cover operational personnel.  Should the President decide not to 
institute the pay raise, CBP shall apply those funds to other operational needs, in 
accordance with a general provision in Title V of this Act and with appropriate 
notification to the Committees. 

 
U.S. Security Interests in the Caribbean 

 
There are significant concerns about public safety and security in the Caribbean, 

as outlined in the House report, and it is excepted that the Secretary will allocate 
resources, assets, and personnel to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands in a manner 
and to a degree consistent with those concerns.  Further, DHS is encouraged to work with 
the Department of Defense to address surveillance capabilities, as specified in the House 
report under a different heading. 
 

CONSTRUCTION AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
 

 A total of $233,563,000 is provided for “Construction and Facilities 
Management.”  Of that amount, $176,214,000 is for Facilities Construction and 
Sustainment and $57,349,000 is for Program Oversight and Management.  Per the Senate 
report, the Department is directed to encourage the use of small businesses, including the 
use of public-private partnerships, in all phases of the contracting process for 
construction and renovation of ports of entry. 
 

U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT 
 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 
 

 A total of $5,394,402,000 is provided for “Salaries and Expenses” to ensure 
robust enforcement of our Nation’s immigration laws.  Within this amount, the bill 
supports maintenance of no fewer than 34,000 detention beds and funds the 287(g) 
program at the fiscal year 2012 level of $68,321,000 across PPAs in this appropriation.  
Additionally, $138,249,000 is provided to complete nationwide deployment of the Secure 
Communities program.  The bill includes the transfer of overstay analysis from US-
VISIT to ICE and increase the amount proposed for transfer to Domestic Investigations 
by $2,307,000 for a total of $19,917,000.  Further, the amount provided under this 
heading does not include $14,083,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise.  Should the 
President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise 
will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 
 

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
 
Headquarters Management and Administration:  
     Personnel, compensation and benefits, services and other    
     costs……………..……………..……………..…………… 

 
$220,044,000 



 

     Headquarters managed IT investments………….…………. 160,464,000 
Subtotal, Headquarters Management and Administration……. 380,508,000 
  
Legal Proceedings………………………………………………. 207,041,000 
  
Investigations:  
     Domestic investigations……………………………………. 1,686,859,000 
     International Investigations:  

 International operations……………………………….……. 115,122,000 
 Visa Security Program……………………………………. 34,561,000 

     Subtotal, International Investigations………………………. 149,683,000 
Subtotal, Investigations…………………………………………. 1,836,542,000 
  
Intelligence…………………………………………………….… 78,452,000 
  
Detention and Removal Operations:  
     Custody operations…………………………………….…… 2,025,016,000 
     Fugitive operations…………………………………………. 145,325,000 
     Criminal Alien Program……………………………………... 216,510,000 

  Alternatives to detention……………………………….…… 96,557,000 
  Transportation and removal program…..………………….. 270,202,000 

Subtotal, Detention and Removal Operations………………….. 2,753,610,000 
  
Secure Communities…………………………………….……… 138,249,000 
Total, Salaries and Expenses…………….……………….. $5,394,402,000 
 

ICE Headquarters Management and Administration 
 
The bill provides $380,508,000 for ICE Headquarters Management and 

Administration.  ICE has failed to submit the multi-year investment and management 
plan required by Public Law 112-74 for funds executed by the Office of Information 
Technology.  Submission of that plan is expected immediately.  Timely submission of the 
update with the submission of the fiscal year 2014 budget request is also expected, as 
required by law. 

 
Immigration Proceedings 

  
The bill does not include the proposed transfer authority for $5,000,000 from ICE 

to the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) to bolster the Legal Orientation 
Program.  However, given the extensive caseload pending before immigration courts and 
the paper-intensive process, the bill provides $3,000,000 in ICE “Automation 
Modernization” to improve case management and electronic communication between 
ICE and EOIR to achieve more efficient processing.  Further, ICE is directed to formalize 
its internal policy to utilize digital records and provide a copy of the policy to the 
Committees no later than 30 days after the date of enactment of this Act.   

 



 

As required in the House report under this heading, ICE is directed to report no 
later than April 3, 2013, on all corrective actions and controls instituted to prevent 
recurrence of the embezzlement and kick-back scheme uncovered last year in the Office 
of Intelligence.  
 

ICE Domestic Investigations 
 

A total of $1,686,859,000 is provided for Domestic Investigations, reflecting a 
reduction of $10,000,000 realigning responsibility for illegal aliens on parole and 
probation to Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO).   

 
Combatting Human Trafficking 

 
The bill provides an additional $11,000,000 to support ICE’s efforts in countering 

human trafficking and human smuggling.  Of these funds, no less than $1,200,000 is 
provided to further the Hidden in Plain Sight public outreach campaign under the Blue 
Campaign umbrella.  ICE is directed, no later than 90 days after the date of enactment of 
this Act, to brief the Committees in detail on its full fiscal year 2013 funding for efforts 
related to countering human smuggling and human trafficking as well as its plans for 
these additional funds. 

 
Law Enforcement Support Center  

 
The bill provides no less than $34,900,000, as requested, for the Law 

Enforcement Support Center. 
 

Overstay Analysis 
 

Of the total provided in Domestic Investigations, $19,917,000 is for overstay 
analysis activities previously performed by US-VISIT.  ICE is the appropriate mission 
owner for visa-overstay investigations and operations.  As required in the House report, 
ICE is directed to provide semiannual briefings on the overstay backlog elimination 
effort; to ensure that similar backlogs do not arise again in the future; and to update the 
Committees on its overstay enforcement strategy.  Further, ICE shall brief the 
Committees no later than April 3, 2013, on the number of visa overstays in the United 
States by nationality and the actionable measures ICE will take to reduce the overstay 
population, as directed in the House report. 
 

Worksite Enforcement 
 

The bill provides $134,626,000 for worksite enforcement activities, as requested, 
and requires ICE to follow the direction in the House report under this heading.   

 
Trade Compliance and Enforcement 

 



 

The bill provides no less than $10,187,000 for the Intellectual Property Rights 
Coordination Center, as requested.  As required by the Senate report, CBP and ICE are 
directed to jointly brief the Committees by May 1, 2013, on the ongoing efforts to 
improve commercial trade enforcement and intellectual property rights.  

 
International Investigations 

 
 A total of $34,561,000 is provided for the Visa Security Program (VSP), 
including an additional $2,000,000 to support pre-adjudication vetting of visa applicants.  
ICE is directed to update the Committees no later than 90 days after the date of enactment 
of this Act on the VSP.   

Of the amount provided to International Operations, no less than $8,000,000 shall 
be for ICE’s vetted units.  ICE is directed to specifically budget for these units in the 
fiscal year 2014 budget request. 

 
Cooperation from Foreign Countries on Repatriation 

 
The Committees remain concerned about the public safety impacts of the release 

of certain criminal aliens stemming from the decision in Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 
678, 121 S. Ct. 2491 (2001), as outlined in the House report.  ICE shall provide a detailed 
report on this issue, as directed in the House report, no later than 90 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act. 

 
Fugitive Operations 

 
A total of $145,325,000 is provided for fugitive operations, as specified by the 

House. 
 

Criminal Alien Program 
 
A total of $216,510,000 is provided for the Criminal Alien Program, as specified 

by the House. 
 

Alternatives to Detention 
 

A total of $96,557,000 is provided for Alternatives to Detention (ATD) programs.  
As required in the House report, ICE is directed to address factors that may hamper 
program goals in its utilization of program funds; to expand the Fast Track pilot program 
working with EOIR; to identify and implement best practices for more effective 
processing of the non-detained docket; and to utilize the appropriate level of supervision 
warranted by the individual enrolled in ATD.  As required in the Senate report, ICE is 
directed to brief the Committees quarterly on the Fast Track pilots and post on its website 
any contractor evaluations and OIG reports related to the ATD program. 

 
Secure Communities 

 



 

A total of $138,249,000 is provided to complete nationwide deployment of Secure 
Communities.  ICE is directed to update the Committees no later than 30 days after the 
date of enactment of this Act on jurisdictions failing to honor ICE detainers, as required 
in the House report.  Further, as directed in the House report, ICE shall update the 
Committees on its effort to digitize paper fingerprint cards from legacy immigration files, 
no later than April 3, 2013. 
 

Detention Standards 
 

As required by the House report, ICE is directed to consider the cost implications 
of changes to its detention standard requirements and budget accordingly. 

 
U.S. Citizen Children of Removed Aliens 

 
Within 30 days of the date of enactment of this Act, ICE is to brief the 

Committees on its capabilities to identify, track, and report on the status of 
unaccompanied alien children after the removal or departure of their parent or legal 
guardian and related issues, as directed in the Senate report. 

 
AUTOMATION MODERNIZATION 

 
(INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS) 

 
 A total of $33,500,000 is provided for “Automation Modernization,” as requested 
and including an increase of $3,000,000 above the request to improve case management 
and electronic communication between ICE and EOIR to achieve more efficient 
processing. Given the interdependencies in ICE and EOIR systems, ICE may transfer up 
to $1,000,000 to EOIR to further this effort.   

 
CONSTRUCTION 

 
 A total of $5,000,000 is provided for “Construction,” as requested. 
 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
 

AVIATION SECURITY 

  A total of $5,052,620,000 is provided for “Aviation Security.”  The amount does 
not include $13,823,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise. Should the President 
provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be 
absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

In addition to the amounts appropriated, a mandatory appropriation totaling 
$250,000,000 is available through the Aviation Security Capital Fund.  Statutory 
language reflects the collection of $2,070,000,000 from aviation security fees, as 
authorized. 



 

 
 The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
 
Screening Operations: 
 Screener Workforce: 
                Privatized 
Screening……………………………………… 

$147,690,000 

                   Screener Personnel, Compensation, and Benefits ............. 3,078,709,000 
Subtotal, Screener Workforce .…………………………….. 3,226,399,000 
  
Screener Training and Other: ……………………………… 224,984,000 
Checkpoint Support:…………………………………..….. 115,204,000 
  
EDS/ETD Systems:  
   EDS Procurement and Installation…………………….…. 99,930,000 
   Screening Technology Maintenance and Utilities 

…........... 309,000,000 

Subtotal, EDS/ETD Systems …………………..….………. 408,930,000 
  

Subtotal, Screening Operations …………………............……… 3,975,517,000 
  

Aviation Security Direction and Enforcement:  
Aviation Regulation and Other Enforcement..........……...... 368,255,000 
Airport Management and Support ....................................... 562,349,000 
Federal Flight Deck Officer and Flight Crew Training ........ 24,730,000 
Air Cargo..........……………………………………………. 121,769,000 

Subtotal, Aviation Security Direction and Enforcement…............. 1,077,103,000 
  
Total, Aviation Security ...........…………………………………. $5,052,620,000 

 
 

Privatized Screening 
 

 The bill provides a total of $147,690,000 for the Screening Partnership Program 
(SPP), reflecting an increase of $4,500,000 to address increased costs for current 
participants and to provide some funding for airports that may request to join the 
program.  TSA is directed to brief the Committees no later than 90 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act on how it is complying with the FAA reauthorization law (Public 
Law 112-95) provisions regarding evaluation of SPP applications, and the extent to 
which it is implementing GAO recommendations to compare cost and performance of 
SPP airports and non-SPP airports.  The brief should also cover how TSA is addressing 
court rulings related to its administration of the SPP program.  TSA is to provide the 
Committees quarterly reports on its execution of the SPP program and processing of 
applications for participation.  In addition, as TSA implements new statutory 
requirements for privatized screening, TSA is expected to disapprove any new contract 



 

application where privatized screening does not currently exist if the annual cost of the 
contract exceeds the annual cost to TSA of providing Federal screening services. 
 

Screener Personnel, Compensation, and Benefits 
 
 The provides $3,078,709,000 for Screener Personnel, Compensation, and 
Benefits.  This reflects no funding for the fiscal year 2013 pay raise, as noted above, as 
well as reductions in costs due to delays in deployment of the advanced imaging 
technology (AIT), shifts in workload to SPP airports, and efficiencies from checkpoint 
and baggage processing streamlining.  Some of these efficiencies may come in the form 
of behavior detection officers (BDOs) being used to execute the travel document checker 
function in some cases, which may increase efficiency and possibly reduce duplicative 
positions. 
   

Checkpoint Support 
 

A total of $115,204,000 is provided for Checkpoint Support.  The reduction 
below the request is justified due to an identical amount in unobligated balances that have 
remained unspent for over five years. 
 

Advanced Imaging Technology Study 
 

 As detailed in the Senate report, the Secretary is instructed to allocate resources 
for an independent study of the potential health risks associated with the use of AIT 
scanning machines at airport security checkpoints, including backscatter x-ray and 
millimeter wave technologies.  The study is to be conducted by an independent laboratory 
selected by the Secretary.  In addition, the Secretary shall convene an independent panel 
of experts to evaluate the results of this study to consider any risk posed by AIT from a 
public health perspective in addition to the risk to each airline passenger.  Among other 
things, the study shall evaluate the possible malfunctions and fail-safe mechanisms of 
such machines as well as the radiation emissions of AIT.  The independent panel should 
evaluate the results of the study and also review risks posed by AIT to certain, more 
vulnerable passengers screened or affected by such machines.  Upon completion, the 
Secretary shall submit to Congress a report that contains the results of the study and 
evaluation.  Further, the Secretary is directed to ensure that easily readable signs or 
equivalent electronic displays are placed at the front of airline passenger checkpoint 
queues where AIT scanning machines are used to alert passengers to the use of such 
technology and screening alternatives available.  
 

Risk-Based Approaches to Passenger Screening  
 

 TSA is directed to brief the Committees on a semiannual basis, beginning no later 
than 90 days after the date of enactment of this Act, on progress in developing and 
applying trusted traveler approaches and any legal or budgetary impediments to their 
implementation.  The briefing should also identify savings and efficiencies generated by 
these efforts.  In addition, TSA is directed to include in the briefing: (1) its plans to 



 

expand Pre-Check to additional airlines and passengers who currently do not qualify for 
the program, including a timeline and milestones; (2) statistics detailing the incremental 
progress being made to increase the eligible population of passengers that have access to 
Pre-Check and expand the number of airport locations where Pre-Check is available; (3) 
key indicators of success such as passenger satisfaction data; (4) projected cost savings 
from Pre-Check and other risk-based screening initiatives; (5) a description of efforts to 
ensure the public is fully aware of the program; (6) wait times for Pre-Check and non-
Pre-Check lanes; and (7) a description of security measures being implemented to ensure 
that eligible passengers in the Pre-Check program are truly low-risk.  This last point is 
also addressed in the classified annex. 
 

Passenger Complaints 
 

As highlighted in the Senate report, concerns remain about the process TSA has 
established for resolving passenger complaints.  As directed by the joint explanatory 
statement accompanying Public Law 112-74, GAO recently completed a review of TSA’s 
policies and procedures for resolving passenger complaints and whether current 
resolution processes conform to independent standards.  GAO made several 
recommendations to TSA as a result of its review, such as establishing: (1) a consistent 
policy for receiving complaints; (2) a process for systematically analyzing information on 
complaints from all mechanisms; (3) a policy for informing passengers about the 
screening complaint process; and (4) mechanisms to share information on best practices 
among airports.  TSA is to brief the Committees no later than 60 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act on its efforts to address the recommendations in the GAO report.  
The Committee is also aware of efforts TSA has undertaken to ensure the complaint 
resolution process is independent, such as referring cases directly to its Ombudsman 
Division and training current employees to be passenger advocates.  TSA is required to 
fund these efforts at a level that will enable them to respond fully to passengers seeking 
assistance. 

 
Security Breaches 

 
 As detailed in the Senate report, the findings in the DHS OIG Investigation 
Report entitled “Transportation Security Administration’s Efforts to Identify and Track 
Security Breaches at Our Nation’s Airports” are of concern, and the TSA Administrator 
is therefore directed to submit a report to the Committees not later than 60 days after the 
date of enactment of this Act as specified in the Senate report. 
 

Explosives Detection Systems 
 

The bill provides a total of $99,930,000 for Explosives Detection Systems (EDS) 
Procurement and Installation.   TSA is directed to brief the Committees no later than 60 
days after the date of enactment of this Act on its plans to upgrade all EDS units procured 
and deployed with its 2010 detection standards, and how it will address the concerns 
highlighted in the GAO report (GAO-11-740).  Statutory language is included under the 
“Transportation Security Support” appropriation withholding the obligation of 



 

$20,000,000 from headquarters administration until TSA submits to the Committees, no 
later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, detailed expenditure plans for 
fiscal year 2013 for checkpoint security and EDS refurbishments, procurement, and 
installations on an airport-by-airport basis.  The plans shall include: specific technologies 
for purchase; program schedules and major milestones; a schedule for obligation of the 
funds; recapitalization priorities; and a table detailing actual versus anticipated 
unobligated balances at the close of the fiscal year.  Further, the plan shall include a new 
section providing details on passenger screening pilot programs that are in progress or 
being considered for implementation in fiscal year 2013, to include: a summary of the 
pilot program that describes what the program is attempting to achieve; potential 
capabilities and benefits of the program; the airports where the pilots will be operating; 
funding commitments; and plans for expansion.  In addition, TSA is to provide quarterly 
EDS and checkpoint expenditures briefings to the Committees, including any deviations 
from the original plan. 
 

Aviation Regulation and Other Enforcement 
 
 The bill provides a total of $368,255,000 for Aviation Regulation and Other 
Enforcement, including an increase of $3,000,000 to support an increase in canine teams 
for domestic inspections in the air cargo and aviation regulation environments.  When 
combined with a similar increase in funding under the “Surface Transportation Security” 
appropriation, TSA will be able to field no fewer than 50 new canine teams overall.  In 
addition, the agreement includes a reduction of $6,000,000 for visible intermodal 
protection and response (VIPR) teams, which have experienced significant delays in 
hiring.  TSA is directed to brief the Committees on an updated VIPR expenditure plan for 
fiscal year 2013 within 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act and using the same 
format provided in the March 12, 2012, report to the Committees. 
 

Foreign Repair Station Security Regulations 
 

 In 2003, Congress directed TSA to issue final regulations to ensure the security of 
foreign and domestic aircraft repair stations.  A provision is not included affecting 
funding for the DHS Office of General Counsel that was proposed by the House, but TSA 
is directed to brief the Committees if the final rule is not approved and published in the 
fourth quarter of calendar year 2012, as anticipated. 

 
Five-Year Strategic Plan for Investments 

 
TSA is directed to submit a five-year budget estimate within its fiscal year 2014 

congressional budget justification that includes projected funding levels for the next five 
fiscal years individually for all passenger screening technology acquisitions.  The plan 
shall indicate the total cost and estimated completion date for each technology. 

Use of Unclaimed Money for Assistance to Military Personnel and Dependents 



 

Section 44945 of title 49, United States Code, enacted as part of the fiscal year 
2005 DHS Appropriations Act, authorized and directed unclaimed money collected at 
airport security checkpoints to be used for civil aviation security. However, such 
collections have been little used, and Congress has thus rescinded unobligated balances.  
The Committees prefer that these funds be applied productively to an important public 
mission, and therefore the Department and TSA, in consultation with the Department of 
Defense, are directed to submit a report to the Committees on Appropriations and Armed 
Services of the House and the Senate, the House Committee on Homeland Security, and 
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation not later than 90 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act, which considers the feasibility of transferring the 
collections to nonprofit organizations that are selected on a competitive basis to operate 
airport centers in multiple locations throughout the United States to provide a place of 
rest and recuperation for members of the armed forces and their families.  The report, 
which shall include any recommendations for new statutory language, cost estimates for 
TSA to manage such a program, and administrative action that may be required, shall 
also address ways to ensure small airports have a mechanism for transferring unclaimed 
money to TSA headquarters, which shall consolidate the collections. 
 

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION SECURITY 
 

The bill provides a total of $124,418,000 for “Surface Transportation Security.”  
The amount provided under this heading does not include $358,000, as requested, for a 
civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013. Within the amount appropriated, $36,353,000 is provided for staffing 
and operations and $88,065,000 for surface transportation security inspectors and 
canines.  This reflects an increase of $2,000,000 for additional surface canine teams for 
passenger and cargo screening in the mass transit and maritime domain.  In combination 
with increased funding provided under the “Aviation Security” appropriation, TSA will 
be able to field no fewer than 50 new canine teams overall.  It also reflects a reduction of 
$1,500,000 for VIPR teams, which have experienced significant delays in hiring. 

 
TRANSPORTATION THREAT ASSESSMENT AND CREDENTIALING 

 
A total of $272,144,000 is provided for “Transportation Threat Assessment and 

Credentialing.” The amount provided under this heading does not include $207,000, as 
requested, for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 
2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing 
appropriations for fiscal year 2013.  To facilitate oversight, TSA is directed to brief the 
Committees on the status of TTAC Infrastructure Modernization no later than 30 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act and quarterly thereafter, and to advise the 
Committees of any developments that might delay initial operating capacity in 2014 or to 
publish a Universal Fee Rule.   
 

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
 



 

Secure Flight $106,935,000 
Crew and Other Vetting Programs 85,489,000 

Subtotal, Direct Appropriations 192,424,000 
  
TWIC Fees 47,300,000 
Hazardous Materials Fees 12,000,000 
Alien Flight School Fees 5,000,000 
Air Cargo/Certified Cargo Screening Program 7,200,000 
Secure Identification Display Area Checks 8,000,000 
Other Security Threat Assessments 120,000 
General Aviation at DCA 100,000 

Subtotal, Fee Collections $79,720,000 
 

 TWIC Readers 
 

 The Coast Guard, the Department, and TSA are directed to take all necessary 
action to expedite the completion and publication of a final TWIC reader rule and to 
expand Universal Enrollment Centers that will result in no less than 50 percent expansion 
in the number of available TWIC enrollment sites. 
  

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY SUPPORT 
  
 The bill provides a total of $954,277,000 for “Transportation Security Support.”  
The amount provided under this heading does not include $432,000, as requested, for a 
civilian pay raise. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013.  Bill language, proposed by the Senate, also is included to withhold 
$20,000,000 from obligation until the TSA Administrator submits detailed expenditure 
plans for air cargo security, checkpoint support, and EDS refurbishment, procurement 
and installation. 
 

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
 

Headquarters Administration…………………………….…. $276,122,000 
Information Technology……………………………….… 417,196,000 
Human Capital Services…………………………………….. 215,829,000 
Intelligence…………………………………………………. 45,130,000 
   Total, Transportation Security Support………………. $954,277,000 

 
 

Account Structure and Availability of Appropriations 
 

 TSA is directed to include a proposal for account restructuring with the fiscal year 
2014 budget request.  The proposal should reflect the proposal set forth in the Senate 
report to establish a one-year appropriation for salaries and related expenses, and DHS is 
to continue to consult with the Committees on its development of this proposal. 



 

 
Human Capital Services 

 
 The bill provides a total of $215,829,000 for Human Capital Services.  The 
reduction may come from advisory and assistance services. 
 

FEDERAL AIR MARSHALS 
 

A total of $907,757,000 is provided for “Federal Air Marshals”, including 
$793,786,000 for Management and Administration and $113,971,000 for Travel and 
Training. The amount provided under this heading does not include $2,743,000, as 
requested, for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 
2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing 
appropriations for fiscal year 2013.  The funding reduction reflects a readjustment in light 
of the multiple security enhancements in aviation security put in place since the 
Christmas Day 2009 bombing attempt.  This level of funding is adequate to ensure 
coverage of all high-risk international and domestic flights, and provide additional 
discussion of this in the classified annex to this statement.  TSA is directed to submit a 
report no later than 120 days after the date of enactment of this Act outlining the best 
options for leveraging the Federal law enforcement population to supplement Federal Air 
Marshal Service (FAMS) resources, including a detailed description of what the 
Department is doing to develop such options beyond a notional phase.  Further, TSA is 
directed to brief the Committees no later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this 
Act on its optimal mix of staff, the types and frequency of flights for which FAMS 
coverage should be provided, and any legislative or regulatory changes that might be 
required to improve FAMS operations and overall aviation security.   
 

COAST GUARD 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

 The bill provides a total of $7,074,782,000 for “Operating Expenses,” including 
$594,000,000 for defense activities, of which $254,000,000 is designated as being for 
overseas contingency operations (OCO) and the global war on terrorism (GWOT).  Funds 
provided in support of GWOT and OCO under this heading may be allocated 
notwithstanding section 503 in Title V of this Act. 

 The amount provided for this appropriation includes the following reductions 
from the budget request: a decrease of $2,947,000 for civilian pay and a decrease of 
$5,000,000 for the Headquarters Directorate. None of the reductions shall come from 
small boat acquisitions. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013. 

 The amount provided for this appropriation includes the following increases 
above the budget request: an additional $23,842,000 to reduce the backlog in critical 



 

depot level maintenance; $1,977,000 to prevent the decommissioning of three 110-foot 
patrol boats; $10,191,000 to reduce the operational gap created by the disestablishment of 
the high-tempo high-maintenance program; $8,413,000 to maintain one of the two High 
Endurance Cutters proposed for decommissioning; $5,200,000 for seasonal air facilities; 
and $3,115,000 for the annualization of marine environmental response positions. 

 The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

 
Military Pay and Allowances  $3,415,181,000  
Civilian Pay and Benefits              786,580,000                 
Training and Recruiting  214,183,000  
Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance           1,093,893,000  
Centrally Managed Accounts              351,072,000  
Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance              959,873,000  
Overseas contingency operations/global war on terrorism               254,000,000  

    
 Total, Operating Expenses   $7,074,782,000  

Program Terminations and New Starts 

The Coast Guard is directed to brief the Committees prior to starting the process 
of terminating programs that have been specifically requested in the budget and funded 
by Congress, such as the termination of the high tempo-high maintenance program and 
the H-60 radar program.  Further, the Coast Guard is directed to comply with the general 
provisions in Title V of this Act with respect to the creation of programs not previously 
requested and justified or the elimination of programs previously requested and justified 
to Congress in the justification accompanying the President’s budget.  

Overseas Contingency Operations Funding and Global War on Terrorism 

Funding is included for OCO/GWOT within the Coast Guard “Operating 
Expenses” appropriation instead of within funding provided to the Department of 
Defense.  There is concern with the continued overreliance on OCO/GWOT funds to 
support activities that have become part of the Coast Guard’s routine mission set.  As 
activities overseas continue to draw down, it is expected that there will be a similar 
decrease in OCO/GWOT funding requested by the Administration for the Coast Guard.  
The Coast Guard is directed to brief the Committees no later than 30 days after the date 
of enactment of this Act on any changes expected to funding for the OCO/GWOT during 
fiscal year 2013.  Further, the Coast Guard is directed to include in the classified annex 
for fiscal year 2014 details of its current and future support to Central Command. 

TWIC Readers 

 The Coast Guard, the Department, and TSA are directed to take all necessary 
action to expedite the completion and publication of a final TWIC reader rule. 



 

Seasonal Air Facilities 

The request to replace five H-65 helicopters in operation at Air Station Traverse 
City with three H-60 helicopters and to close two seasonal Air Facilities at Muskegon, 
Michigan and Waukegan, Illinois is denied.  There also is concern that two of the H-60 
aircraft proposed to be transferred to Air Station Traverse City would be taken from 
Operation Bahamas, Turks and Caicos, resulting in a significant loss of annual hours 
dedicated to drug and migrant interdiction and search and rescue in that area of 
responsibility. 

Marine Environmental Response 

The Coast Guard is expected to keep the Committees apprised of marine 
environmental response hiring efforts in fiscal year 2013 to achieve 718 positions, 
including 26 positions added in this Act, and to report to the Committees within 15 days 
if it deviates from this plan. 
 

Support of Military Families 

The Coast Guard is directed to submit a copy of its National Housing Assessment 
no later than 30 days after the date of enactment of this Act.  The report shall prioritize 
short-term and long-term improvements needed, including resource requirements. 

Infrastructure and Response Capabilities in the Arctic 

The Coast Guard is directed to report to the Committees within 90 days after the 
date of enactment of this Act on the actions taken to reach international agreements on 
ensuring adequate maritime transportation infrastructure and response capabilities in the 
Arctic. 

Coast Guard Yard 

The Coast Guard Yard located at Curtis Bay, Maryland, is recognized as a critical 
component of the Coast Guard's core logistics capability that directly supports fleet 
readiness.  Sufficient industrial work should be assigned to the Yard to sustain this 
capability. 

Sexual Harassment Reporting Requirements 

The Coast Guard is directed to provide to the Committees the annual report 
required by Section 217 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010. 

Command and Control Aircraft 

The Coast Guard is directed to notify the Committees prior to making any 
changes in the type or number of the command and control aircraft.   



 

Automation Modernization 

A new appropriation for Automation Modernization is not included; however, the 
Coast Guard is directed to provide a report to the Committees no later than 90 days after 
the date of enactment of this Act detailing funding for fiscal year 2012, planned for fiscal 
year 2013, and requested for fiscal year 2014 by program, project and activity for new 
information technology investments and automation modernization.   

Chemical Security 

In House report 112-331, the Coast Guard and NPPD are directed to complete a 
planned Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to harmonize chemical security 
responsibilities established by the CFATS regulations and MTSA regulatory programs no 
later than March 30, 2012, but the agreement has not been finalized.  The MOU is to be 
completed expeditiously. 

Funding for Minor Shore Infrastructure Improvements 

The bill continues to allow funds from the “Operating Expenses” appropriation to 
be used for the sustainment, repair, replacement and maintenance of shore infrastructure, 
including projects to correct deficiencies for code compliance or that threaten life, health, 
or safety to an amount not exceeding 50 percent of a building’s or structure’s replacement 
value.  Additionally, “Operating Expenses” funds are allowed to be used for contingent, 
emergent, or other unspecified minor construction projects, which includes new 
construction, procurement, development, conversion, rebuilding, improvement, or an 
extension of any facility not exceeding $1,000,000 in total costs at any location for 
planned or unplanned operational needs. 

Minor construction projects funded from the “Operating Expenses” appropriation 
can be combined with depot level maintenance projects for the sake of administrative and 
economic efficiency.  Such projects and any sustainment, repair, replacement or 
maintenance projects over $1,000,000 shall be detailed in a semiannual report to the 
Committees. 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION 

 The bill provides a total of $13,151,000 for “Environmental Compliance and 
Restoration.” The amount provided for this appropriation includes a decrease of $11,000 
in civilian pay. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed 
that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal 
year 2013. 

RESERVE TRAINING 

 The bill provides a total of $132,528,000 for “Reserve Training.” The amount 
provided for this appropriation includes a decrease of $26,000 in civilian pay.  Should the 



 

President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise 
will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS 

 The bill provides a total of $1,545,393,000 for “Acquisition, Construction, and 
Improvements.” 



 

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as 

follows:

Vessels
Survey and Design-Vessel and Boats $2,500,000
Response Boat-Medium 8,000,000
National Security Cutter 679,300,000
Offshore Patrol Cutter 30,000,000
Fast Response Cutter 335,000,000
Cutter boats 4,000,000
Medium Endurance Cutter Sustainment 16,000,000
Polar ice breaking vessel 8,000,000

Subtotal, Vessels 1,082,800,000

Aircraft
Airframe Replacement (CGNR 6017) 14,000,000
Maritime Patrol Aircraft 55,000,000
Long Range Surveillance Aircraft 90,000,000
H-65 conversion/sustainment projects 31,500,000

Subtotal, Aircraft 190,500,000

Other 
Program Oversight and Management 15,000,000
Systems Engineering and Integration 0
C4ISR 40,500,000
Coast Guard - Logistics Information Management System 2,500,000
Nationwide Automatic Identification System 6,000,000

Subtotal, Other Equipment 64,000,000

Shore Facilities and Aids to Navigation
Major construction: Housing, ATON, and Survey & design 30,000,000
Major Acquisition Systems Infrastructure 49,411,000
Minor Shore 5,000,000

Subtotal, Shore Facilities and Aids to Navigation 84,411,000

Military Housing 10,000,000

Personnel and Related Support
Direct Personnel Costs 113,082,000
Core Acquisition Costs 600,000

Subtotal, Personnel and Related Support 113,682,000

Total, Acquisition, Construction, and Improvements $1,545,393,000

 

 

 



 

Quarterly Reports on Acquisition Projects and Mission Emphasis 

The Commandant is to continue to brief the Committees quarterly on all major 
acquisitions consistent with the direction in the joint explanatory statement 
accompanying Public Law 112-74.  In addition to the information normally provided, 
these required briefings shall include: the top five risks for each acquisition, if applicable, 
and if these risks have future budget implications; the objective for operational hours the 
Coast Guard expects to achieve; the gap between that objective, current capabilities, and 
stated mission requirements; and how the acquisition of the specific asset closes the gap.  
The information presented at these briefings shall also include a discussion of how the 
Coast Guard calculated the operational hours, and an explanation on risks to mission 
performance associated with any current shortfall, and the operational strategy to mitigate 
such risks.  Finally, the briefings are to include a status chart on all shore construction 
projects that have not been completed, including the funding status, design status, and 
procurement and construction status. 

Revised Budget Justification 

 The Coast Guard is directed to include a detailed budget justification for each 
PPA for which funding is requested, or funding is available from prior years.  Further, as 
detailed on page 86 in the House report, the budget justification for aircraft and vessels in 
fiscal year 2014 shall include detailed cost information consistent with the appropriate 
work elements for the program, and standardized for similar type systems such as aircraft 
and vessels. 

 The budget justification for programs that are conversions or sustainment shall 
provide similar data and include types of modifications, quantity of kits, and planned 
installation schedule of modification kits.  

 The budget justification for Program Oversight and Management, Systems 
Engineering and Integration and C4ISR shall provide a breakout of funding by asset.  

 In the budget justification, the Coast Guard is directed to provide procurement 
history and planning for the prior year, current year, and budget year to include quantity 
and unit cost, contracting office location, contractor, contract method/type, award date, 
date of first delivery, and the availability of technical data package. 

 Additionally, to address continued deficiencies in the budget justification for 
Program Oversight and Management, the Coast Guard is directed to provide a detailed 
subdivision of funding requested for government program management in its justification 
materials accompanying the fiscal year 2014 budget submission.  This includes providing 
funding associated with each subdivision. 

Full Funding 



 

Bill language is included that directs the funds provided in this Act be 
immediately available and allotted to contract for the production of the sixth National 
Security Cutter (NSC) notwithstanding the availability of post-delivery activity funding 
and long lead time materials, components, and designs of the seventh NSC 
notwithstanding the availability of production funds for the seventh NSC. 

Further, a new general provision in Title V of this Act sets requirements related to 
funding availability and contract awards for long lead materials and production of Coast 
Guard cutters.  In addition, the Secretary shall develop fiscal policy that prescribes Coast 
Guard budgetary policies, procedures and technical direction necessary to comply with 
statutory language in the general provision and consistent with the DoD Financial 
Management Regulations (Volume 2A Chapter 1, C. Procedures for Full Funding) 
directing the funding and allocation of funds for production contracts and long lead time 
material contracts.  This policy shall include  that  (1) the costs of outfitting and post-
delivery activities and spare or repair parts shall be requested not earlier than for the first 
fiscal year in which it is necessary to incur such costs to maintain a planned production 
schedule, which may be subsequent to the fiscal year for which production costs are 
requested; and (2) the costs of long lead time items shall be requested for the fiscal year 
in which it is necessary to incur such costs to maintain a planned production schedule, 
which may be in advance of the fiscal year for which production costs are requested. 

Carry Over 

The Coast Guard is directed, to the maximum extent possible, to budget for 
programs, assets, modifications, and installations that it will execute in the budget request 
year so as not to accumulate excessive carryover. 

National Security Cutter 

A total of $679,300,000 is provided for the National Security Cutter (NSC) 
program.  Of this amount, $557,000,000, as requested, is for the production of NSC-6 and 
$77,000,000 is to acquire long lead time materials for the production of NSC-7. 

Fast Response Cutter 

A total of $335,000,000 is provided for the acquisition of six Fast Response 
Cutters (FRCs) instead of two FRCs, as requested.  This funding will allow the Coast 
Guard to acquire FRC hulls (19-24).  Procuring six Fast Response Cutters in fiscal year 
2013 will maximize the production line and generate cost savings of $5,000,000 per hull 
for a total savings to the taxpayers of $30,000,000. 

Offshore Patrol Cutter 

A total of $30,000,000 is provided for the Offshore Patrol Cutter (OPC). The 
Coast Guard is directed to update the Committees on changes or updates in the Operation 
Requirements Documents. 



 

Medium Endurance Cutter Sustainment 

A total of $16,000,000 is provided for the Medium Endurance Cutter (WMEC) 
Sustainment, to include $3,000,000 above the amount requested to be used to conduct a 
WMEC condition survey to address potential service life extension requirements, as 
described in the House report. 

Polar Icebreaker 

 As requested, $8,000,000 is provided to initiate survey and design activities for a 
new Coast Guard polar icebreaker.  The Coast Guard is directed to provide the 
Committees with its Mission Needs Statement no later than 30 days after it receives 
Departmental approval and to brief the Committees on its timeline for completing a 
concept of operations, market research, specification development, and other acquisition 
milestones leading to a request for proposal and contract award. 

Response Boat-Medium 

 A total of $8,000,000 is provided for the Response Boat-Medium (RB-M) 
acquisition.   These funds will allow the Coast Guard to purchase 4 RB-Ms in fiscal year 
2013, bringing the total funded for the Coast Guard to 170 boats. 

H-60 Helicopter 

A total of $14,000,000 is provided for aircraft replacement of one H-60 
helicopter, an increase of $14,000,000 above the amount requested.   

HC-130J Aircraft 

 A total of $90,000,000 is provided for one HC-130J aircraft.  

Maritime Patrol Aircraft 

 A total of $55,000,000 is provided for the Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA), 
$12,000,000 above the amount requested.  This fully funds one MPA, including funding 
to acquire a Mission System Pallet and spares, which were not included in the fiscal year 
2013 request. 

Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

 As described in the Senate report, the Coast Guard is directed to keep the 
Committees informed of its efforts to pursue a small Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) 
as an interim capability for the NSC and to keep the Committees apprised of its efforts 
for both cutter-based and land-based UAS development. 

Program Oversight and Management 



 

 A total of $15,000,000 is provided for Program Oversight and Management. 

Systems Engineering and Integration 

 All funding for Systems Engineering and Integration is denied, a reduction of 
$2,500,000 from the amount requested, because of high carryover from prior 
appropriations.  

Major Shore Construction, Housing, Aids to Navigation, and Survey and Design 

 A total of $30,000,000 is provided for Major Shore Construction, Housing, Aids 
to Navigation, and Survey and Design.  The Coast Guard is directed to submit an 
expenditure plan for these funds to the Committees no later than 30 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act, including a prioritized list of all backlogged projects and the Coast 
Guard’s plan to address them.  In addition, the Coast Guard is directed to include a 
detailed description of any changes from the fiscal year 2013 budget justification for 
major acquisition systems infrastructure. 

Coast Guard Military Housing  

 A total of $10,000,000 is provided for the recapitalization, improvement, and 
acquisition of housing to support military families.  Of this amount, $6,828,691 is derived 
from the Coast Guard Housing Fund.  The Coast Guard shall provide an expenditure plan 
to the Committees for these funds in the shore facilities report required to be submitted 
no later than 45 days after the date of enactment of this Act. 

Acquisition Personnel 

 A total of $113,682,000 is provided for direct costs of acquisition personnel. The 
amount provided includes a decrease of $216,000 in civilian pay and a decrease of 
$3,500,000 for efficiencies.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it 
is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations 
for fiscal year 2013. 

Fleet Requirements 

 The Secretary and the Commandant are directed to comply with Senate language 
with respect to developing a working group to examine available studies on Coast Guard 
fleet requirements.   

Unfunded Priorities 

 The Commandant is directed to provide to the Committees, at the time of the 
President’s budget submission, a list of approved but unfunded Coast Guard priorities 
and the funds needed for each. 



 

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION 

The bill provides a total of $19,690,000 for “Research, Development, Test, and 
Evaluation”.  The amount provided for this appropriation includes a decrease of $38,000 
in civilian pay.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed 
that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal 
year 2013. 

The Commandant is directed to provide a detailed prioritized listing of planned 
activities relative to stated mission requirements in the justification materials 
accompanying the fiscal year 2014 budget submission.  Further, the Commandant is 
directed to comply with the Senate direction to study the viability and applicability of 
persistent unmanned maritime vehicles and other cost-saving maritime technologies 
through a competitive process. 

RETIRED PAY 

The bill provides a total of $1,423,000,000 for “Retired Pay”.  The Coast Guard’s 
“Retired Pay” appropriation is a mandatory budget activity. 
 

UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE 
 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 
 

The bill provides $1,555,913,000 for “Salaries and Expenses”, of which not to 
exceed $19,125 shall be for official reception and representation expenses.  The amount 
provided under this heading does not include $4,058,000, as requested, for a civilian pay 
raise. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the 
cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013.   

 
The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

 
Protection:  

Protection of persons and 
facilities  

$855,236,000 
Protective intelligence 
activities  

              68,125,000    
Presidential candidate nominee 
protection  

57,960,000          
National Special Security Event 
fund  

4,500,000          

Subtotal, Protection: 985,821,000 

Investigations:              

Domestic field 
operations  

299,690,000 



 

International field office administration, operations and 
training 30,971,000 

Support for missing and exploited 
children  

8,366,000 

Subtotal, Investigations: 339,027,000 

  
Headquarters, Management and 
Administration  

174,334,000  
Rowley Training 
Center  

55,598,000 
Information Integration and Technology 
Transformation  

1,133,000 

Total, Salaries and Expenses  $1,555,913,000  
 

 
Salaries and Expenses Account Structure 

 
 The current account structure for Programs, Projects, and Activities (PPAs) is 
retained, with the following consolidations requested in the budget: White House mail 
screening now is funded within the Protection of Persons and Facilities PPA, and the 
Electronic Crimes Special Agent Program (ECSAP) and Electronic Crimes Task Forces 
are now funded within Domestic Field Operations.   
 The Committees do not agree with the proposal to reduce the number of PPAs 
to five, with single PPAs for pay and benefits, protection, and investigations as requested 
in the budget.  The Secret Service has stated that because current PPA structure spreads 
pay and expenses across many programs, it is constantly challenged by having to balance 
shifting demands between protection and investigations, and as a result, must either 
submit formal reprogramming, or employ inefficient and conservative financial 
management to avoid them.  The Committees understand this argument, particularly as it 
applies to the Secret Service field office organization, where the same agents may be 
involved in both protective operations and a variety of investigations efforts.  While the 
bill maintains the current PPA structure some flexibility has been provided in statute to 
the Secret Service to reprogram $15,000,000 or 10 percent, whichever is lower, between 
the Protection of Persons and Facilities PPA and the Domestic Field Operations PPA. 
 The Secret Service is developing a financial reporting system that it asserts will 
enable it to report enterprise-wide labor costs on a timelier basis and the Secret Service is 
invited to provide such evidence to the Committees for consideration during the 2014 
appropriations process. 
 

International Operations 
 
 The tempo of international investigative operations has increased for the Secret 
Service, with notable successes in investigating and halting counterfeiting and other 
forms of electronic and financial crime through its overseas field operations, including its 
new locations in Beijing, China and Lima, Peru.  The Secret Service is directed to brief 



 

the Committees not later than April 3, 2013, on the status of its overseas investigative 
operations, including staffing and funding for its field offices. 
 

Domestic Field Operations and Electronic Crimes Investigations 
 
 The partial consolidation provided in the bill includes incorporation of the 
previously separate PPA for Electronic Crimes Special Agent Program (ECSAP) and 
Electronic Crimes Task Forces (ECTF) into the Domestic Field Operations PPA.  This 
consolidation does not reflect any dissatisfaction with the ECSAP or ECTF programs; on 
the contrary, those activities have proven highly productive and deserve strong support.  
Therefore, the bill includes an increase of $3,500,000 within the PPA to be distributed 
between the ECSAP/ECTF programs and other high priority domestic investigative 
efforts.  While ECSAP/ECTF will no longer have a separate reporting and 
reprogramming line, the Committees expect: (1) to receive periodic briefings on the 
status of investigations; (2) to see the funding and programmatic efforts sustained; and 
(3) the funding and personnel resources for them continue to be identified in future 
budgets. 
 In addition, as a step to aligning the program and funding for electronic crimes 
investigation support, the bill includes $4,000,000 within the Domestic Field Operations 
PPA for grant assistance for electronic crime investigation and forensic training for State 
and local law enforcement agencies, which the Secret Service has been providing to date 
at the National Computer Forensics Institute, previously funded through the National 
Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD).  The Secret Service is directed to 
coordinate with NPPD as the subject matter experts to ensure the curriculum is sound and 
consistent with current risk and threat, and to avoid duplication and ensure efficiency. 
 

Support for Missing and Exploited Children 
 
 The bill provides $8,366,000 to fund grant assistance and investigative support 
for investigations related to missing and exploited children as proposed by the House.  
 

Professionalism Reinforcement Working Group 
 

The Secret Service is directed to provide quarterly briefings to the Committees on 
the status of the Professionalism Reinforcement Working Group and its review of Secret 
Service professional standards of conduct, and their relationship to training, policy and 
procedures. 
 

National Special Security Events 

                The bill provides $4,500,000, as requested, to defray costs specific to Secret 
Service execution of its statutory responsibilities to direct the planning and coordination 
of National Special Security Events (NSSEs).  Some federal agencies have sought 
reimbursement from the Secret Service for participation in and support of prior NSSEs, 
despite the fact the Secret Service, as a matter of policy and practice, has sought and 
accepted such support only on the explicit understanding that such support is provided on 
a voluntary and non-reimbursable basis.  Further, when other agencies and departments 



 

elect to participate in NSSEs, they are fulfilling their responsibilities set forth in 
Homeland Security Presidential Directive 15 and National Security Presidential Directive 
46, and their authority to fund such participation derives from those Directives.  Based on 
this understanding, and to clarify the expectation that participating agencies should 
budget for and fund their own costs, a new general provision is included in the Act that 
provides that none of the funds in this Act may be used to reimburse any Federal 
department or agency for its participation in a National Special Security Event.   

To resolve ongoing disputes over prior funding responsibilities, determine 
whether any agency participation in past NSSEs should be eligible for reimbursement, 
and dispel ambiguity about how participating agencies will be funded for future NSSEs, 
the Administration must either propose a change in current law or issue clear 
administrative guidance.   The Department and the Office of Management and Budget are 
directed to jointly resolve this issue, address the appropriate assignment of budgeting and 
funding responsibilities for the costs of agency participation in NSSEs, and submit a 
specific plan to accomplish this, including proposed statutory remedies if necessary, not 
later than April 3, 2013.    

In addition, the USSS is directed to provide periodic updates on NSSEs planned 
for fiscal year 2013 prior to and following the event, instead of quarterly briefings as 
proposed by the Senate. 
 

Technology Activities 
 

The bill includes $1,133,000 for information integration and technology 
transformation activities of the Secret Service, and direct the Secret Service to provide 
greater detail in its annual budget justification accompanying the fiscal year 2014 budget 
request on all USSS information technology activities, to include the multi-year 
investment plan called for in statutory language for the acquisition account. 

 
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, IMPROVEMENTS, AND RELATED EXPENSES 

 
The bill provides a total of $56,750,000 for “Acquisition, Construction, 

Improvements, and Related Expenses.”  This funding covers the acquisition, 
construction, improvements and related expenses for the Rowley Training Center and 
investments in Information Integration and Technology Transformation (IITT) programs.  
Bill language is included requiring the Director to submit a multi-year IITT investment 
plan along with the budget request for fiscal year 2014, as proposed by the House. 
 
 

TITLE III – PROTECTION, PREPAREDNESS, RESPONSE, AND RECOVERY 

NATIONAL PROTECTION AND PROGRAMS DIRECTORATE 

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 



 

 A total of $50,220,000 is provided for “Management and Administration” of the 
National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD), of which no more than $3,825 is 
for official reception and representation expenses. The amount provided under this 
heading does not include $101,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise.  Should the 
President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise 
will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION AND INFORMATION SECURITY 

 A total of $1,157,529,000 is provided for “Infrastructure Protection and 
Information Security” (IPIS), of which $200,000,000 is available until September 30, 
2014.  The amount provided under this heading does not include $590,000, as requested, 
for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013. 

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

Infrastructure Protection: 
 Infrastructure Analysis & Planning................................................. $58,969,000 

Sector Management & Governance................................................. 67,061,000 
Regional Field Operations................................................................ 56,418,000 
Infrastructure Security Compliance................................................ 77,945,000 

Subtotal, Infrastructure Protection.......................................................... 260,393,000 

  Cybersecurity and Communications: 
     Cybersecurity: 
 Cybersecurity Coordination............................................................. 3,986,000 

US Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US–CERT) Operations.... 92,927,000 
Federal Network Security.................................................................. 235,992,000 
Network Security Deployment.......................................................... 329,009,000 
Global Cybersecurity Management................................................ 25,955,000 
Critical Infrastructure Cyber Protection & Awareness.................. 62,748,000 
Business Operations......................................................................... 6,211,000 

    Subtotal, Cybersecurity............................................................................ 756,828,000 

      Communications: 
    Office of Emergency Communications............................................... 38,654,000 
    Priority Telecommunications Services..................................................... 53,265,000        
    Next Generation Networks.............................................................. 24,499,000        
    Programs to Study and Enhance Telecommunications.................... 12,930,000        
    Critical Infrastructure Protection Programs.......................................... 10,960,000        
    Subtotal, Communications........................................................................ 140,308,000        
Subtotal, Cybersecurity and Communications……………………….. 897,136,000        
         

Total, Infrastructure Protection and Information Security.......... $1,157,529,000        



 

 The NPPD Office of Chief Financial Officer is directed to brief the Committees 
on the entire year expenditure plan not later than 45 days after the date of enactment of 
this Act.    

NPPD is directed to fund the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis 
Center at the same level as fiscal year 2012.  Of the total provided, $13,551,000 is for the 
Office of Bombing Prevention, and the Office is encouraged to work with the National 
Guard and the Department of Defense as discussed in the Senate report; $20,588,000 is 
for vulnerability assessments and NPPD is encouraged to share information regionally; 
and $16,876,000 is for cybersecurity education.  Funding for the National Computer 
Forensics Institute has been provided under the heading United States Secret Service, 
“Salaries and Expenses.” No funds are provided under this heading for such activity.      

 Of the total provided, $77,945,000 is for Infrastructure Security Compliance to 
implement the Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS) program, of which 
$20,000,000 is not available for obligation until the Under Secretary for NPPD submits to 
the Committees an expenditure plan for the CFATS program for fiscal year 2013, 
including the number of facilities covered, inspectors on-board, inspections pending, and 
inspections projected to be completed by September 30, 2013.  NPPD is directed to brief 
the Committees on the findings of recent GAO testimony summarizing the DHS actions 
to better manage its chemical security program (GAO-12-1044T), including progress in 
addressing the recommendations and in implementing the action plan.  

In lieu of language in House report 112-492, directing a review by NPPD, in 
conjunction with the Coast Guard, GAO is directed to continue its ongoing effort to 
examine the extent to which DHS has made progress and encountered challenges in 
developing a viable CFATS program.  Once the CFATS program begins performing and 
completing a sufficient number of compliance inspections, GAO shall review how 
compliance inspections are performed, whether inspectors are properly trained and have 
the right skill sets to perform compliance inspections and if the CFATS program faces 
any barriers or challenges in managing the compliance inspection process.  GAO shall 
complete this review in consultation with the Committees.   

NPPD is not required to provide the report on the CFATS action plan as required 
in Senate report 112-169, since the information has been provided.  NPPD is directed to 
provide a report regarding CFATS semiannual data as required in Senate report 112-169, 
and a briefing, instead of a report, regarding alternative security programs as required in 
the House report 112-492.  NPPD is expected to continue to increase its on-board FTEs 
to reach the fiscal year 2013 requested level, to include the hiring of the appropriate level 
of inspectors to meet mission requirements, and is directed to include in the 
aforementioned report, with semiannual data, any variation to the level of inspectors 
requested with a justification for the change. NPPD is directed to brief the Committees 
regularly on the status of any proposed personnel surety information collection requests 
and include in the briefings how addressing industry concerns with respect to notifying 
industry of denials are being addressed. 



 

 NPPD is directed to brief the Committees on the progress toward implementing 
the recommendations included in the recent GAO report entitled “DHS Could Better 
Manage Security Surveys and Vulnerability Assessments” (GAO-12-378).  

Within the total amount provided, $202,000,000 shall be used to deploy 
technology to improve the information security on Federal computer systems in 
accordance with a new general provision contained in Title V of this Act.  The Under 
Secretary is directed to provide an expenditure plan, in the same format as the plan 
submitted to fulfill the requirement in section 137 (b) of Public Law 112-175, for the 
entire fiscal year 2013 amount.  

Within the total amount provided, $329,009,000 is for Network Security 
Deployment, which fully funds the amount that will be obligated in fiscal year 2013 for 
the Einstein program and related activities. 

Within the total amount provided, $24,499,000 is provided for Next Generation 
Networks to prevent delays in deploying priority communications services capability. 

The Under Secretary is directed to provide a report detailing all fiscal year 2013 
NPPD grant programs including the justification, strategy, and future funding 
requirements for the grants, as well as the determinations and findings to justify sole 
source awards.   

FEDERAL PROTECTIVE SERVICE 

 A total of $1,301,824,000 is provided for the “Federal Protective Service” (FPS), 
as requested, for fiscal year 2013.  This amount is fully offset by collections of security 
fees.  A provision is included requiring the Secretary and the Director of the OMB to 
certify, no later than May 1, 2013, that FPS will collect a sufficient amount in fees to 
cover the total number of FTE requested in the budget, or adjust the fee to cover all costs.     

The NPPD Office of Chief Financial Officer is directed to brief the Committees 
on the entire year expenditure plan for funds provided in this Act not later than 45 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act.   

FPS is directed to brief the Committees on progress in implementing the 
recommendations made in a recent GAO report, “DHS Needs to Refocus Its Efforts to 
Lead the Government Facilities Sector” (GAO-12-852), not later than 45 days after the 
date of enactment of this Act, including a specific timeframe for publishing an action 
plan. 

OFFICE OF BIOMETRIC IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 
 

A total of $232,422,000 is provided for the “Office of Biometric Identity 
Management.”  This level includes:  $40,546,000 for Salaries and Expenses (S&E); 
$15,980,000 for Systems Engineering; $155,840,000 for Operations and Maintenance 



 

(O&M), to include $65,500,000 for IDENT; and $20,056,000 for Identity Management 
and Screening Services.  Funding is not provided for the Office of Biometric Identity 
Management (OBIM) to continue US–VISIT’s staff rotations to international partner 
agencies.  As provided in bill language, the S&E and half of the O&M funds have an 
availability of one year.  The bill provides $19,917,000 to ICE in order to fully fund 
overstay analysis previously performed by US–VISIT, to include the Data Integrity 
Group.  The bill also provides $12,284,000 to CBP related to entry-exit policy and 
operations.  Statutory language is included ensuring that the appropriate successor 
account is charged for amounts obligated under US-VISIT.  Further, the amount provided 
under this heading does not include funds requested for a civilian pay raise.  Should the 
President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise 
will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

 
As outlined in the House report, OBIM is the lead entity within DHS responsible 

for biometric identity management services through its management of the Automated 
Biometric Identification System, or IDENT.  OBIM assumes the most significant and 
cross-cutting responsibility from what was known as US-VISIT – namely to serve 
customers across DHS, at other Federal agencies, in State and local law enforcement, and 
overseas through storage of biometric identities, recurrent matching against derogatory 
information, and other biometric expertise and services.  OBIM is expected to 
reconstitute what is now known as the US-VISIT Executive Stakeholder Board to ensure 
strong coordination with DHS and interagency partners. 

 
OBIM is encouraged to identify efficiencies under this new structure through 

reassessing its staffing, travel, and contractor support requirements.   
 

Operations and Maintenance 
 

OBIM retains budget and responsibility for the Arrival Departure Information 
System (ADIS) as well as IDENT.  OBIM is directed to undertake a rigorous review of 
its Information Technology costs, as well as IDENT and ADIS modernization needs, and 
develop proposals for efficiencies and cost savings, including considering managed 
service options with the CBP Office of Information Technology and examining 
contractor services.  OBIM is encouraged to apply efficiencies and cost savings to 
continue the Unique Identity program and modernize IDENT.  All modernization 
activities should be outlined in OBIM’s investment and management plan. 

 
As directed in the House report, OBIM shall continue its data sharing and 

connectivity improvement efforts with the Intelligence Community.  OBIM also is 
directed to brief the Committees on a semiannual basis on its workload and service 
levels, staffing, modernization efforts, and other operations. 

 
Unique Identity 

 
OBIM and its counterparts at the Justice, State, and Defense Departments as well 

as its stakeholders within DHS are directed to continue providing semiannual briefings on 



 

the progress in implementing system interoperability, as required by the House and 
Senate reports.   

 
Exit 

 
CBP is the DHS lead for entry-exit policy and operations.  Responsibility for 

implementing a biometric exit program lies with CBP.  As a transitional matter, OBIM is 
directed to ensure that the entry data exchange program with Canada, as referenced in the 
Senate report, is fully funded in fiscal year 2013.  Within 120 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act, CBP, in conjunction with OBIM and any other appropriate 
partners, such as the Science and Technology Directorate, shall report to the Senate 
Committees on Appropriations, the Judiciary, and Homeland Security and Governmental 
Affairs and the House Committees on Appropriations, the Judiciary, and Homeland 
Security on the Department’s tangible progress in implementing an enhanced biographic 
exit system and biometric exit planning.  The report shall include the results of the 
Canadian pilot programs and provide an update on the Mexican pilot program.  The 
Committees on Appropriations shall be briefed semiannually on exit thereafter. 
 

OFFICE OF HEALTH AFFAIRS 

   A total of $132,499,000 is provided for the “Office of Health Affairs” (OHA).  
The amount provided under this heading does not include $55,000, as requested, for a 
civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for 
fiscal year 2013. 

Of the total amount provided, $2,000,000 is for the Chemical Defense Program, 
$1,500,000 above the request for two additional demonstration projects, to be awarded 
through a competitive process; $13,000,000 is for the National Bio-Surveillance 
Integration System, $5,000,000 above the request to sustain existing activities and 
support new pilots, to be awarded through a competitive process; and $5,407,000 is for 
Planning and Coordination, $500,000 above the request to support programs that address 
the wellness and resiliency of the DHS workforce and the needs of the Food, Agriculture, 
and Veterinary Defense Division. 

Of the total amount provided, $26,702,000 is for salaries and expenses.  The 
decrease below the request is due to continued under execution of on-board FTE and 
lapsed balances. 

Of the total amount provided, $85,390,000 is for BioWatch, $39,900,000 below 
the request which was intended for BioWatch Generation 3 testing and evaluation.  The 
Committees have consistently demonstrated strong support for the development of an 
early warning network to detect biological agents to speed response and recovery from a 
terrorist attack.  While the Committees support OHA’s ongoing efforts to improve the 
Nation’s biological detection capabilities, serious concerns have been raised about the 
Biowatch Generation 3 program, to include scientific validity and delays in execution 



 

that have created large carryover balances.  The Department is encouraged to continue 
with Phase II, Stage I activities, as currently planned with available carryover funding, to 
ensure candidate systems meet entry criteria through performance testing.   However, 
prior to entering Phase II, Stage 2 that includes down-selection for a single solution and 
entering operational testing and evaluation, the Secretary shall certify to the Committees 
that the science used to develop the technology is proven and warrants operational testing 
and evaluation.  

The OHA Chief Financial Officer is directed to brief the Committees on the entire 
year expenditure plan for funds provided in this Act not later than 45 days after the date 
of enactment of this Act.   

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

 A total of $973,118,000 is provided for “Salaries and Expenses.”   The following 
programs are funded, within the total, at last year’s levels as listed in Senate report 112-
169:  the National Hurricane Program, the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction 
Program and the National Dam Safety Program.  Of the amounts provided, no less than 
$35,180,000 is for the Urban Search and Rescue Response System and $2,000,000 is for 
the Emergency Management Assistance Compact.  An additional $5,000,000 for 
automation modernization and $5,000,000 for national training center infrastructure 
improvements is provided. The amount provided under this heading does not include 
funds, as requested, for a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay 
raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing 
appropriations for fiscal year 2013.   

Of the total amount provided, $4,293,000 is included for the Office of National 
Capital Region Coordination (ONCRC), which is a reduction of $806,000 below the 
request.  ONCRC is directed to work expeditiously on its highest priority activities in 
fiscal year 2013.  

The grant management and administration costs associated with “State and Local 
Programs”, “Firefighters Assistance Grants”, and “Emergency Management Performance 
Grants” are fully funded within the “Salaries and Expenses” appropriation instead of 
through transfers as has been done in previous years.   

The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

Administrative and regional offices……………………… $257,409,000  
    Office of National Capital Region Coordination………. (4,293,000) 
Preparedness and protection……………………………… 179,047,000  
Response………………………………………………….. 179,428,000  
    Urban search and rescue response system……………... (35,180,000) 
Recovery………………………………………………….. 55,299,000  



 

Mitigation…………………………………………………. 29,814,000  
Mission support…………………………………………… 157,534,000  
Centrally managed accounts……………………………… 114,587,000  
   Total, Salaries and Expenses……………………………… $973,118,000  

 
A provision is continued and made permanent a provision directing the inclusion 

of West Virginia and Pennsylvania to be incorporated into efforts to integrate the 
activities of Federal, State, and local government in the National Capital Region. 

FEMA is directed to brief the Committees on an expenditure plan, within 90 days 
of the date of enactment of this Act, detailed by PPA and by office, which shall include: 
funding levels for the prior year, the current year, and deviations between the two years. 
The number of positions, the number of FTE, the amount for salaries and benefits and the 
amount for the program showing all sources of funding, to include transfers from other 
appropriations, shall also be included.  FEMA shall include fiscal year 2014 budget detail 
for each FEMA office and region by:  object classification, FTEs on-board, FTE 
vacancies, and the appropriation accounts used to support the office and its programs. 
Further, FEMA is directed to present the fiscal year 2014 budget in the same account and 
PPA structure as provided in this Act and statement.    Should FEMA determine that 
changes to the funding structure facilitate better resource management and transparency 
in spending, changes shall be presented in an addendum to the Congressional 
Justification with a clear justification. 

FEMA is directed to maintain the Children’s Coordinator position within the 
Office of the Administrator and sustain the on-going efforts of the working group to 
address children’s disaster-related needs.    

FEMA is directed to provide an expenditure plan for capital improvement for the 
Mount Weather facility for fiscal year 2013 no later than 30 days after the date of the 
enactment of this Act and for fiscal years 2013 through 2018 no later than May 1, 2013. 

A new appropriation for “Automation Modernization” is not included.  Instead, 
$5,000,000 above the request is provided for automation modernization within “Salaries 
and Expenses.”    This amount is to continue the effort begun by the Committees in fiscal 
year 2012 to update FEMA’s technological capabilities in order to better meet its 
mission.  No funds were identified in the fiscal year 2013 budget request for this effort; 
however, should there be funds intended for this purpose, the $5,000,000 provided is in 
addition to that amount.  FEMA is directed to provide a report 90 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act detailing funding for fiscal year 2012, planned for fiscal year 2013, 
and requested for fiscal year 2014 by program, project, and activity for new information 
technology investments and automation modernization.  FEMA is directed to work with 
the Committees in developing the presentation of this information. 

STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS 



 

 A total of $1,466,082,000 is provided for “State and Local Programs.”  The 
amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 

Discretionary State and Local Grants……………………………….. $188,932,000  
State Homeland Security Grant Program…………………………… 346,600,000 
        Operation Stonegarden………………………………………… (46,600,000) 
Urban Area Security Initiative……………………………………… 500,376,000 
        Nonprofit security grants………………………………………. (10,000,000) 
Public transportation security assistance and railroad security assistance…. 97,500,000 
        Amtrak security……………………………………………………….. (10,000,000) 
Port Security Grants……………………………………………………… 97,500,000 
Education, Training, and Exercises 

 Emergency Management Institute……………………. 17,805,000 
Center for Domestic Preparedness……………………. 64,991,000 
National Domestic Preparedness Consortium………… 93,000,000 
National Exercise Program……………………………. 32,378,000 
Continuing Training …………………………………. 27,000,000 

   Subtotal, Education, Training, and Exercises………….. 235,174,000 
Total, State and Local Programs………………………….. $1,466,082,000 

The National Preparedness Grant Program, as proposed in the budget request is 
rejected due to a lack of justification, and a new general provision is included in Title V 
of this Act that prohibits the obligation of funds for such program or any successor 
program unless explicitly authorized by Congress.  Instead, the bill provides no less than 
the amounts distributed in fiscal year 2012 for the State Homeland Security Grant 
Program, Operation Stonegarden, the Urban Area Security Initiative, Nonprofit Security 
Grants, Public Transportation Security Assistance and Railroad Security Assistance 
Grants to include grants to Amtrak security, and Port Security Grants.  Within the total 
amount provided, $188,932,000 is to be allocated by the Secretary according to threat, 
vulnerability, and consequence to assist in preventing, preparing for, protecting against, 
and responding to acts of terrorism. 

Several provisions are included related to grant administration. Grant guidance 
shall be issued within 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, applicants shall 
apply within 80 days of receiving guidance, and award decisions shall be made within 65 
days of the receipt of applications. Grantees may not use more than 5 percent of a grant 
for grant administration and shall provide reports on the use of funds as determined 
necessary by the Secretary. The installation of communications towers is not considered 
construction under State Homeland Security Grants and the Urban Area Security 
Initiative.  

A provision is included and made permanent allowing the Center for Domestic 
Preparedness to train, and be reimbursed for such training, certain emergency personnel 
provided it does not interfere with the primary mission to train state and local emergency 
response providers.  

The Secretary and the Administrator are directed to refine the grant reform 
proposal and include enough detail for the appropriate committees of jurisdiction, 



 

potential grantees, and the general public to understand how such reform will further the 
safety and security of the Nation and its citizens.   

The Committees believe that the UASI program should be further focused on the 
areas under the greatest threat and at the greatest risk, providing funding to a maximum 
of 25 regions.  FEMA is directed to clearly identify the specific criteria that will be used 
to determine the risk to urban areas in a briefing to the Committees prior to grant 
guidance being issued, and to justify the reason for final determinations in a clear and 
transparent manner to the Committees five days prior to the announcement of awards, in 
accordance with a general provision in Title V of this Act. 

Within the total amount provided, $27,000,000 is for Continuing Training Grants, 
of which no less than $3,000,000 may be awarded through a competitive process to 
provide and deliver FEMA-certified training to rural first responders. 

 FEMA is directed to brief the Committees on its progress toward resolving the 
recommendations of the June 2012 OIG report, “Requirements for Reporting Homeland 
Security Grant Program Achievements” (OIG-12-92), not later than 45 days after the date 
of enactment of this Act.   

 The Regional Catastrophic Preparedness Grant Program Progress Report, required 
by the joint explanatory statement accompanying Public Law 112-74, which was received 
on August 14, 2012, details the challenges regional catastrophic planning presents and the 
results of the grant program in overcoming those challenges.   The comprehensive report 
completed by grant recipients, which was included as part of the FEMA report, in 
particular highlights specific progress.   FEMA is directed to continue its technical 
assistance to areas at greatest risk of a catastrophic event and to promote regional 
planning for on-going and emerging needs.  

FIREFIGHTER ASSISTANCE GRANTS 

A total of $675,000,000 is provided for “Firefighter Assistance Grants” including 
$337,500,000 for firefighter assistance grants and $337,500,000 for firefighter staffing 
grants.  In lieu of providing a report as directed in House report 112-492, FEMA is 
directed to brief the Committees semiannually on efforts to hire veterans.     

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE GRANTS 

 A total of $350,000,000 is provided for “Emergency Management Performance 
Grants.”   

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM 

Statutory language is included providing for the receipt and expenditure of fees 
collected, as authorized by P.L. 105-276. 



 

UNITED STATES FIRE ADMINISTRATION 

A total of $44,000,000 is provided for the “United States Fire Administration.” 
The amount provided does not include funds, as requested, for a civilian pay raise.  
Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of 
the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013.  

In 2050, the number of elderly in America is projected to be 88.5 million, more 
than double the 40.2 million in 2010. This shift in our demographics will have a dramatic 
impact on services provided by the fire service and emergency medical personnel.   The 
FEMA Administrator, in consultation with the USFA Administrator, is directed to submit 
to the Committees no later than May 1, 2013, a report describing the need for educational 
outreach to the elderly on prevention, improved training and equipment for fire service 
and emergency medical personnel on how to assist the elderly, and where appropriate, 
model laws, regulations, or guidelines to prevent injury or loss of life. 

DISASTER RELIEF FUND 

(INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS)  

A total of $7,007,926,000 is provided for the “Disaster Relief Fund,” of which  
$6,400,000,000  is designated as being for disaster relief for major disasters pursuant to 
251(b)(2)(D) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.  This 
level of funding is an increase of $919,000,000 above the President’s request, due to the 
impact of Hurricane Sandy which made landfall on October 29, 2012, and other 
designated disasters.  A provision is included transferring $24,000,000 to the OIG for 
audits and investigations related to all disasters.  Several provisions directing FEMA to 
submit reports are included. 

FLOOD HAZARD MAPPING AND RISK ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

A total of $95,329,000 is provided for “Flood Hazard Mapping and Risk Analysis 
Program.” The amount provided does not include funds, as requested, for a civilian pay 
raise. Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the 
cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE FUND 

A total of $22,000,000 is provided for salaries and expenses and $149,000,000 for 
flood plain management and mapping. The Committees note that eliminating severe 
repetitive loss properties results in the greatest savings to the National Flood Insurance 
Fund, and FEMA is encouraged to continue to prioritize reducing the number of such 
properties.  FEMA is directed to report to the relevant committees of jurisdiction as 
required by Senate report 112-169 and including the House Committee on Financial 
Services, on efforts to improve levee analysis and mapping procedures.    



 

NATIONAL PREDISASTER MITIGATION FUND 

A total of $25,000,000 is provided for “National Predisaster Mitigation Fund.”  

EMERGENCY FOOD AND SHELTER 

A total of $120,000,000 is provided for the “Emergency Food and Shelter” 
program. 

  
 

TITLE IV—RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING, AND SERVICES 
 

UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES 
 

 A total of $111,924,000 is provided in discretionary appropriations for USCIS for 
E-Verify.  The amount provided under this heading does not include funds requested for 
a civilian pay raise.  Should the President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is 
assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed within existing funds for fiscal 
year 2013. 
 

Military Naturalizations 
 

The cost of military naturalizations is to be paid for by the Department of Defense 
through the execution of an annual Inter-Agency Agreement (IAA) for reimbursement.  
Therefore, no USCIS funds are provided for military naturalizations, and USCIS is 
directed to ensure that IAAs are executed in a timely manner each year. 

 
Electronic Access to Immigration Information 

 
USCIS shall work with ICE and EOIR to maximize the sharing of digital records 

and ultimately minimize the cost of shipping and managing cumbersome paper files.  
Funds are specified to support efforts to that end in ICE Automation Modernization; 
USCIS is encouraged to participate in and support these efforts as well.  USCIS is also 
directed to provide no less than $29,000,000 to continue conversion of immigration 
records to digital format.   

 
Electronic I-94 

 
As required by the House report, USCIS and CBP are directed to brief the 

Committees quarterly on their progress toward elimination of the paper I-94.  Before the 
Department implements interim changes, extensive outreach should be undertaken to 
ensure that those affected understand the interim process of obtaining the valid I-94 
number. 

 
E-Verify 

 



 

The Director of USCIS is expected to submit a report to the Committees 
identifying the costs of expanding the use of E-Verify no later than 90 days after the date 
of enactment of this Act, as required by the Senate report.  
 

Stateless Persons 
 
As directed by the House report, USCIS, with other DHS components as 

appropriate, shall brief the Committees on its efforts to quantify the number of stateless 
persons in the country. 
 
 
 
 

Immigrant Integration Grants 
 

A general provision in Title V of this Act is included providing $2,500,000 in 
appropriated funds and $7,500,000 from fee revenue for immigrant integration grants.  
None of the appropriated funds may be used to administer the program.   

 
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTER 

 
SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

 
 A total of $228,467,000 is provided for “Salaries and Expenses.”  Within the 
funds provided, $29,163,000 is for Management and Administration and $1,300,000 for 
the Federal Law Enforcement Training Accreditation Board.  The amount provided under 
this heading does not include $472,000, as requested, for a civilian pay raise.  Should the 
President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise 
will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 
 

Support of the DHS Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer 
 

The Department informed and briefed the Committees that beginning in fiscal 
year 2012, it planned to partner with the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 
(FLETC) through an IAA to fulfill its human resource service requirements, with FLETC 
being fully reimbursed through the Working Capital Fund.  The Department assured the 
Committees that this partnership would result in reduced costs for human resources 
service needs for headquarters components and deliver these services in a more efficient 
manner.  Since the initial announcement, the Chief Human Capital Officer has decided to 
modify the execution plan, potentially moving some functions back to DHS 
Headquarters.  There is no objection to this arrangement as long as it does not adversely 
impact FLETC’s mission requirements.  As such, the Office of the Chief Human Capital 
Officer and FLETC are directed to brief the Committees no later than 90 days after the 
date of enactment of this Act on the current plan to deliver human resource services. 
 

Full Utilization of FLETC Training Facilities 



 

 
 In the current fiscal environment, law enforcement agencies are not hiring at the 
rate that has been experienced in the past ten years.  For that reason, FLETC is 
experiencing lower demand for basic training and has greater capacity to support 
advanced training and potentially other activities.  FLETC is encouraged to ensure that its 
facilities and assets are fully utilized to support the needs of its customers.  For example, 
if training does not fully utilize firing ranges, FLETC should consider use of firing ranges 
for law enforcement qualification requirements.  FLETC is directed to brief the 
Committees within 60 days of the date of enactment of this Act on its utilization rates. 
 

ACQUISITIONS, CONSTRUCTION, IMPROVEMENTS, AND RELATED EXPENSES 
 
 A total of $28,385,000 is provided for “Acquisitions, Construction, 
Improvements, and Related Expenses.” 
 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 
 

The bill provides $132,000,000 for “Management and Administration,” including 
not to exceed $7,650 for official reception and representation expenses.  The amount 
provided includes a reduction of $228,000 for the pay raise.  Should the President provide 
a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise will be absorbed 
within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 
 

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, ACQUISITION, AND OPERATIONS 
 

The bill provides $703,471,000 for “Research, Development, Acquisition, and 
Operations.”  

 
The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
  

    Research, Development, and Innovation $450,555,000 
Laboratory Facilities  164,932,000 
Acquisition and Operations Support 47,984,000 
University Programs 40,000,000 
Total, Research, Development, Acquisition and Operations           $703,471,000 

 
 

Research, Development, and Innovation 
 
The bill includes $450,555,000 for Research, Development, and Innovation 

(RDI).  This funding is expected to permit the Science and Technology Directorate 
(S&T) to restart and sustain its efforts in its top priority areas, to include biological 
defense, cybersecurity, border security, and first responder technologies. However, the 



 

Committees do not support having RDI as an undifferentiated PPA for this activity, 
breakouts by research thrust areas are preferred.  At the same time, since funding is 
below the request, some adjustment will be made to prioritize the funding.  S&T is 
directed, as was done in the joint explanatory statement accompanying Public Law 112-
74, to provide to the Committees a detailed breakout of funding levels proposed for each 
of its research thrust areas within the RDI PPA, and submit this no later than 30 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act. These revised allocations by thrust area shall 
subsequently serve as PPAs and control levels for fiscal year 2013 for purposes of 
reprogramming notification and approval, governed by the requirements of the general 
provisions in Title V of this Act. This funding plan shall also include project-level detail 
on how S&T intends to fund individual research initiatives within each thrust area PPA. 

 
       
Portfolio Reviews 

 
S&T is directed to brief the Committees on the results of any portfolio reviews 

conducted in fiscal year 2013 no later than 30 days after completion of the review and 
assessment of its results.  As required by the House report, the briefing shall include an 
assessment of the most promising projects, an appraisal of those that scored poorly, any 
plans to modify or reallocate funding from underperforming initiatives, as well as a 
detailed overview of how S&T measures and scrutinizes the cost and schedule of its 
research projects. 
 

Customer Engagement 
 

S&T is directed to brief the Committees no later than 60 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act on the process for determining each customer’s research and 
development needs; for prioritizing S&T work for them; and for assessing customer 
satisfaction with S&T’s work.  The briefing shall also describe the extent to which S&T 
customers are involved in the Directorate’s portfolio reviews. 
 

Apex Projects 
 

 S&T and its partner components are directed to brief the Committees no later than 
60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, and periodically thereafter on funding, 
schedule, and progress of Apex projects.  S&T is also directed to notify the Committees 
at least 14 days before initiating a new Apex project. 
  

National Bio- and Agro-defense Facility 
 

 The bill provides $37,500,000 within the Laboratory Facilities PPA for the 
National Bio- and Agro-defense Facility (NBAF).  This funding shall be applied, in 
conjunction with $90,000,000 in previous appropriations, to the construction of the new 
biological security level-4 facility needed to handle large animal research into infectious 
animal and zoonotic diseases.  If additional funds are to be considered for NBAF in fiscal 
year 2014, or any fiscal year thereafter, such funds must be in addition to the 



 

Department’s enacted budget, thereby not displacing resources for Departmental 
programs.  S&T is directed to submit a detailed update of its fiscal year 2013 NBAF 
construction plan and schedule no later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this 
Act.   
 

Plum Island Animal Disease Center  
 

S&T is directed to provide with the fiscal year 2014 budget an updated and 
detailed report on projected costs required to keep Plum Island Animal Disease Center 
sustainable in the short- and medium-term, and update periodically as estimates change.  
The report shall include cost estimates and plans for repair as a result of damage caused 
by Hurricane Sandy. 
 

Cyber Security Research 
 

The Committees support increased funding for cyber security research.  The 
Department is encouraged to fund multi-disciplinary programs of study and research that 
focus on addressing cyber security problems on a global scale, as specified in the Senate 
report.  In addition, S&T is encouraged to pursue cyber security programs that will assist 
the U.S. financial industry, as required in the Senate report.  While a specific level of 
funding is not directed, as proposed by the House, S&T is expected to take advantage of, 
and leverage, the expertise of existing governmental organizations to improve DHS cyber 
security capabilities, to include the use of competitively awarded research and 
development projects.   

S&T is also directed to submit a report no later than 90 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act on the expenditure of funds for financial sector cyber attack 
simulations and outcomes, as required by the Senate report. 
 

Reporting Requirements 
 
 S&T is directed to provide in conjunction with the President’s fiscal year 2014 
budget request, the results of its research and development for the prior fiscal year, and a 
report on the amounts de-obligated from projects during the prior fiscal year and to what 
projects those funds were subsequently obligated.  S&T shall also provide quarterly 
briefings to the Committees on the test and evaluation status of all level 1 acquisitions.  
In addition, no later than April 3, 2013, S&T shall brief the Committee on progress in 
implementing its new strategic initiatives, as specified in the Senate report.   

 
Disaster Communications 

 
In lieu of direction in the House report, the Department of Homeland Security, the 

Federal Communications Commission, and the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology are encouraged to explore existing methods and technologies to sustain 
communications during disasters, and to brief the Committees on its findings within 180 
days of the date of enactment of this Act. 

 



 

Disaster Resilience 
 

Within the funds provided for disaster resilience research, S&T is encouraged to 
work with appropriate universities and existing Federal research centers, as discussed in 
the Senate report. 
 

Canines 
 

As discussed in both the House and Senate reports, the Department is encouraged 
to strongly consider the development of standards, protocols and certifications for the 
breeding, training, and deployment of explosives-detection canines. 

 
DOMESTIC NUCLEAR DETECTION OFFICE 

 
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 

 The bill provides a total of $39,650,000 for “Management and Administration.”  
The amount provided includes a reduction of $43,000 for the pay raise.  Should the 
President provide a civilian pay raise for 2013, it is assumed that the cost of the pay raise 
will be absorbed within existing appropriations for fiscal year 2013. 

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND OPERATIONS 
 

The bill provides a total of $226,830,000 for “Research, Development, and 
Operations.”     

 
The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
 

    
Systems Engineering and Architecture  $30,000,000  

    
Systems Development  28,000,000                  

    
Transformational Research and Development  74,766,000  

    
Assessments           33,000,000  

    
Operations Support              35,500,000  

    
National Technical Nuclear Forensics Center              25,564,000  

   
    
 Total, Research, Development, and Operations   $226,830,000  

 
 

Semiannual Briefings 
 



 

As specified in the House and Senate reports, DNDO is directed to brief the 
Committees semiannually on program updates and to provide periodic updates on new 
threats, research, and studies and assessments related to the Global Nuclear Detection 
Architecture (GNDA).  Semiannual briefings should also cover DNDO’s core programs 
and initiatives by means of a pathway-by-pathway assessment for radiological and 
nuclear threats, beginning with the areas of greatest risk.  In addition, DNDO is directed 
to brief the Committees semiannually on major Transformational and Applied Research 
initiatives and its red-teaming efforts. 
 

Systems Development 
 

 DNDO is directed to provide, at the time the President submits the fiscal year 
2014 budget request, a report on its Commercial First approach, including any resulting 
successful partnerships with industry. 
 

Rail Detection SolutionS 
 

 As described in the Senate report, DNDO is directed to brief the Committees on 
the results of rail detection solutions no later than 30 days after the date of enactment of 
this Act.  If the results of this testing prove successful and result in a priority shift in 
funding needs to support the GNDA, DNDO is directed to maintain the possibility of 
restarting these efforts with funding provided for Systems Development. 
 

Test and Evaluation 
 

 DNDO is directed to provide a report to the Committees no later than 120 days 
after the date of enactment of this Act on the status of systems being researched, under 
development, or being tested to improve the Nation’s ability to prevent shielded and 
unshielded special nuclear material from entering into the United States. 

    
SYSTEMS ACQUISITION 

 
The bill provides a total of $51,455,000 for “Systems Acquisition.” 
 
The amount provided for this appropriation by PPA is as follows: 
 
 

Radiation Portal Monitor Program $1,355,000  

   
Securing the Cities 22,000,000                      

   
Human Portable Radiation Detection Systems 28,100,000  

  
   
 Total, Systems Acquisition  $51,455,000 

 
 



 

Securing the Cities 
 

 The bill provides $22,000,000 for the Securing the Cities (STC) Program, as 
requested, to fund efforts in New York City and Los Angeles.   DNDO is directed to 
provide performance updates based on pre-established measures for each STC location 
during semiannual briefings and to include the STC program in its annual strategic 
investment plan.   
 

Human Portable Radiation Detection Systems 
 

 The bill provides $28,100,000 for Human Portable Radiation Detection Systems 
(HPRDS), as requested.  DNDO is directed to provide periodic updates on efforts to 
better leverage certain HPRDS investments with new technology to virtually connect 
individual detectors.  In addition, DNDO is directed to provide the Committees at the 
time the fiscal year 2014 budget is submitted a multiyear procurement forecast and 
deployment schedule. 

 
 

TITLE V – GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
 Section 501.  A provision is continued that no part of any appropriation shall 
remain available for obligation beyond the current year unless expressly provided. 
  

Section 502.  A provision is continued that unexpended balances of prior 
appropriations may be merged with new appropriation accounts and used for the same 
purpose, subject to reprogramming guidelines. 
  

Section 503.  A provision is continued that provides authority to reprogram 
appropriations within an account and to transfer up to 5 percent between appropriations 
accounts with 15-day advance notification to the Committees.  A detailed funding table 
identifying programs, projects, and activities is included at the end of this statement.  
This table along with funding levels specified in the statement shall serve as the control 
level for all reprogrammings.  These reprogramming guidelines shall be complied with 
by all agencies funded by this Act. 

The Department shall submit reprogramming requests on a timely basis and 
provide complete explanations of the reallocations proposed, including detailed 
justifications of the increases and offsets, and any specific impact the proposed changes 
will have on the budget request for the following fiscal year and future-year 
appropriations requirements.  Each request submitted to the Committees should include a 
detailed table showing the proposed revisions at the account, program, project, and 
activity level to the funding and staffing (full-time equivalent position) levels for the 
current fiscal year and to the levels requested in the President's budget for the following 
fiscal year. 
 The Department shall manage its programs and activities within the levels 
appropriated. The Department should only submit reprogramming or transfer requests in 
the case of an unforeseeable emergency or situation that could not have been predicted 



 

when formulating the budget request for the current fiscal year.  When the Department 
submits a reprogramming or transfer request to the Committees and does not receive 
identical responses from the House and Senate, it is the responsibility of the Department 
to reconcile the House and Senate differences before proceeding, and if reconciliation is 
not possible, to consider the reprogramming or transfer request not approved. 
 The Department is not to submit a reprogramming or transfer of funds after June 
30 except in extraordinary circumstances, which imminently threaten the safety of human 
life or the protection of property.  If a reprogramming or transfer is needed after June 30, 
the notice should contain sufficient documentation as to why it meets this statutory 
exception. 
 Funds that are deobligated by the Department are also subject to the 
reprogramming and transfer guidelines and requirements set forth in this section. 
 
 Section 504.  A provision is continued that prohibits funds appropriated or 
otherwise made available to the Department to make payment to the Department's 
Working Capital Fund, except for activities and amounts allowed in the President's fiscal 
year 2013 request.  Funds provided to the WCF are available until expended.  The 
Department can only charge components for direct usage of the WCF and these funds 
may be used only for the purposes consistent with the contributing component. Any funds 
paid in advance or reimbursed must reflect the full cost of each service. The WCF shall 
be subject to the requirements of section 503 of this Act. 
 
 Section 505.  A provision is continued that not to exceed 50 percent of 
unobligated balances remaining at the end of fiscal year 2013 from appropriations made 
for salaries and expenses shall remain available through fiscal year 2014 subject to 
section 503 reprogramming guidelines. 
 
 Section 506.  A provision is continued that funds for intelligence activities are 
deemed to be specifically authorized during fiscal year 2013 until the enactment of an 
Act authorizing intelligence activities for fiscal year 2013. 
 
 Section 507.  A provision is continued and modified requiring notification of the 
Committees three days before grant allocations, grant awards, contract awards, other 
transactional agreements, letters of intent, a task or delivery order on a multiple contract 
award totaling $1,000,000 or more, a task or delivery order greater than $10,000,000 
from multi-year funds, or sole-source grant awards, are announced by the Department, 
including contracts covered by the Federal Acquisition Regulation.  The Department is 
required to brief the Committees 5 full business days prior to announcing the intention to 
make a grant under State and Local Programs.  Notification shall include a description of 
the project or projects to be funded, including city, county, and State. 
 
 Section 508.  A provision is continued that no agency shall purchase, construct, or 
lease additional facilities for Federal law enforcement training without advance approval 
of the Committees. 
 



 

 Section 509.  A provision is continued that none of the funds may be used for any 
construction, repair, alteration, or acquisition project for which a prospectus, if required 
under chapter 33 of title 40, United States Code, has not been approved. 
 
 Section 510.  A provision is continued that consolidates by reference prior year 
statutory bill language into one provision.  These provisions relate to contracting officer's 
technical representative training; sensitive security information; and the use of funds in 
conformance with section 303 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. 
 
 Section 511.  A provision is continued that none of the funds may be used in 
contravention of the Buy American Act. 
 
 Section 512.  A provision is continued on reporting requirements of the privacy 
officer. 
 
 Section 513.  A provision is continued regarding the oath of allegiance required 
by section 337 of the Immigration and Nationality Act. 
 
 Section 514.  A provision is continued requiring the Chief Financial Officer to 
submit monthly budget execution and staffing reports within 45 days after the close of 
each month. 
 
 Section 515.  A provision is included directing that any funds appropriated or 
transferred to TSA “Aviation Security”, “Administration”, and “Transportation Security 
Support” in fiscal years 2004 and 2005 that are recovered or deobligated shall be 
available only for procurement and installation of explosives detection systems, air cargo, 
baggage, and checkpoint screening systems, subject to notification.  Quarterly reports 
must be submitted identifying any funds that are recovered or deobligated.   
 

Section 516.  A provision is included regarding the competitive sourcing for 
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services.  
 
 Section 517.  A provision is continued for fiscal year 2013 requiring that any 
funds appropriated to the Coast Guard's 110-123 foot patrol boat conversion that are 
recovered, collected, or otherwise received as a result of negotiation, mediation, or 
litigation, shall be available until expended for the Fast Response Cutter program. 
 
 Section 518.  A provision is continued for fiscal year 2013 relating to undercover 
investigative operations authority of the U.S. Secret Service. 
 
 Section 519.  A provision is continued classifying the functions of the instructor 
staff at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center as inherently governmental for 
purposes of the Federal Activities Inventory Reform Act. 
 
 Section 520.  A provision is continued prohibiting the obligation of funds by the 
Office of the Secretary and Executive Management, the Office of the Under Secretary for 



 

Management, and the Office of the Chief Financial Officer for grants or contracts 
awarded by any means other than full and open competition. Certain exceptions apply, 
and this provision does not require new competitions of existing contracts during their 
current terms.  It also requires the Inspector General to review Departmental contracts 
awarded noncompetitively and report on the results to the Committees. 
 
 Section 521.  A provision is included that prohibits funding pertaining to the 
Principal Federal Official during a Stafford Act declared disaster or emergency, with 
certain exceptions.  
 
 Section 522.  A provision is continued that precludes DHS from using funds in 
this Act to carry out reorganization authority.  This prohibition is not intended to prevent 
the Department from carrying out routine or small reallocations of personnel or functions 
within components, subject to section 503 of this Act.  This language prevents large scale 
reorganization of the Department, which the Committees believe should be acted on 
legislatively by the relevant Congressional committees of jurisdiction. 
 
 Section 523.  A provision is included prohibiting the Secretary from reducing 
operations within the Coast Guard’s Civil Engineering Program except as specifically 
authorized by a statute enacted after the date of enactment of this Act.   
 

Section 524.  A provision is continued that prohibits funding to grant an 
immigration benefit to any individual unless the results of the background checks 
required in statute, to be completed prior to the grant of the benefit, have been received 
by DHS. 
 
 Section 525.  A provision is included extending other transactional authority for 
DHS through fiscal year 2013.   
 
 Section 526.  A provision is continued requiring the Secretary to link all contracts 
that provide award fees to successful acquisition outcomes. 
 
 Section 527.  A provision is included regarding waivers of the Jones Act.   
 
 Section 528.  A provision is continued prohibiting the obligation of funds for the 
Office of the Secretary and Executive Management for any new hires at DHS if they are 
not verified through the E-Verify program. 
 
 Section 529.  A provision is included prohibiting funds from being used to reduce 
the Coast Guard’s Operations Systems Center mission or its government-employed or 
contract staff.   
 
 Section 530.  A provision is continued related to prescription drugs. 
 



 

 Section 531.  A provision is included prohibiting funds to be used to conduct or 
implement the results of a competition under Office of Management and Budget Circular 
A-76 with respect to the Coast Guard National Vessel Documentation Center.  
 
 Section 532.  A provision is continued requiring the Secretary, in conjunction 
with the Secretary of the Treasury, to notify the Committees of any proposed transfers 
from the Department of Treasury Forfeiture Fund to any agency within DHS.  No funds 
may be obligated until the Committees approve the proposed transfers.   
 
 Section 533.  A provision is continued prohibiting funds for planning, testing, 
piloting, or developing a national identification card. 
 
 Section 534.  A provision is included requiring the TSA Administrator to certify 
that no security risks will result if an airport does not participate in the E-Verify program.   
 
 Section 535.  A provision is included that requires a report, to be posted on the 
FEMA website, summarizing damage assessment information used to determine whether 
to declare a major disaster.   
 
 Section 536.  A provision is continued directing that any official required by this 
Act to report or to certify to the Committees on Appropriations may not delegate any 
such authority unless expressly authorized to do so in this Act. 
 

Section 537.  A provision is continued extending risk-based security standards for 
chemical facilities cited in section 550 of Public Law 109-295, as amended, for one year.   
 

Section 538.  A provision is continued prohibiting the use of funds for the transfer 
or release of individuals detained at United States Naval Station, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
 
 Section 539.  A provision is continued prohibiting funds in this Act to be used for 
first-class travel. 
 
 Section 540.  A provision is continued and made permanent prohibiting funds in 
this Act to be used for adverse personnel actions for employees who use protective 
equipment or measures, including surgical masks, N95 respirators, gloves, or hand-
sanitizers in the conduct of their official duties. 
 
 Section 541.  A provision is continued prohibiting funds to be used to employ 
illegal workers as described in Section 274A(h)(3) of the Immigration and Nationality 
Act. 
 
 Section 542.  A provision is continued and modified relating to the proper 
disposal of personal information collected through the Registered Traveler program. 
 
 Section 543.  A provision is continued prohibiting funds appropriated or 
otherwise made available by this Act to pay for award or incentive fees for contractors 



 

with below satisfactory performance or performance that fails to meet the basic 
requirements of the contract. 
 
 Section 544.  A provision is continued and modified that requires the TSA 
Administrator to submit semiannual reports on how the agency will meet the requirement 
to screen 100 percent of air cargo transportation on passenger aircraft arriving in the 
United States.   
 
 Section 545.  A provision is included that requires any new processes developed 
to screen aviation passengers and crews for transportation or national security to consider 
privacy and civil liberties, consistent with applicable laws, regulations, and guidance. 
 
 Section 546.  A provision is included that allocates $7,500,000 of deposits into the 
Immigration Examinations Fee Account to United States Citizenship and Immigration 
Services for the purposes of providing immigrant integration grants and provides an 
additional $2,500,000 in appropriated funds for the same purpose in fiscal year 2013.  
The grants shall be used to provide services to individuals who have been lawfully 
admitted into the U.S. for permanent residence.     
 
 Section 547.  A provision is included providing $5,000,000 for the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency to reimburse costs incurred by State and local 
governments affected by National Special Security Events, including use of services, 
personnel, equipment, and facilities.   
 
 Section 548.  A provision is included providing some flexibility to the 
Department for financing a response to an immigration emergency, subject to 
notification.   
 
 Section 549.  A provision is included prohibiting funds appropriated or otherwise 
made available by this Act for DHS to enter into a Federal contract unless the contract 
meets requirements of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 or 
Chapter 137 of title 10 U.S.C., and the Federal Acquisition Regulation, unless the 
contract is otherwise authorized by statute without regard to this section. 
 
 Section 550.  A provision is included providing $55,000,000 for data center 
migration activities to be allocated by the Secretary and allowing the Secretary to transfer 
data center migration funds made available by this Act between appropriations after 
notifying the Committees 15 days in advance.   
 
 Section 551.  A provision is included permitting the Department to sell ICE-
owned detention facilities and use the proceeds from any sale for improvement to other 
facilities provided that any such sale will not result in the maintenance of less than 34,000 
detention beds.   
 



 

 Section 552.  A provision is included providing a total of $29,000,000 for 
consolidation of the new DHS headquarters at St. Elizabeths and consolidation of mission 
support activities.    
 

Section 553.  A provision is included providing the Secretary discretion to waive 
certain provisions of law related to requirements for Staffing for Adequate Fire and 
Emergency Response (SAFER) grants.  
 
 Section 554.  A provision is included prohibiting availability of funds in this Act 
for the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) and its 
affiliated organizations.    
 
 Section 555.  A provision is included directing CBP and ICE to submit multi-year 
investment and management plans for multiple accounts.  
 
 Section 556.  A provision is continued stating that the Secretary shall ensure 
enforcement of immigration laws. 
 
 Section 557.  A provision is included that reforms Coast Guard acquisition 
processes and definitions, and directs the Coast Guard to develop fiscal guidance when 
submitting costs related to acquisitions.     
 

Section 558.  A provision is included regarding Federal network security.   
 

Section 559.  A provision is included regarding restrictions on electronic access to 
pornography, except for law enforcement purposes.   
 

Section 560.  A provision is included authorizing CBP to enter into not more than 
five reimbursable agreements for the provision of CBP services and other costs incurred 
by CBP relating to such services.  Only payment of overtime can be reimbursed at 
existing air facilities.  Current statutory limitations on CBP’s authority to receive outside 
funding, except in narrowly defined instances, have prevented CBP from receiving 
reimbursement from private sector and international, State, and local partners.  Funds 
collected pursuant to this section shall be deposited in a newly established account as 
offsetting collections and remain available until expended, without fiscal year limitation.   

 
Section 561.  A provision is included regarding the transfer of firearms by Federal 

law enforcement personnel. 
 
Section 562.  A provision is included that withholds 20 percent of funds available 

to the Office of the Secretary and Executive Management, the Office of the Under 
Secretary for Management, and the Office of the Chief Financial Officer until all 
statutorily required expenditure plans, investment plans, and acquisition plans due on or 
before May 1, 2013, are submitted to the Committees.   

 



 

Section 563.  A provision is included authorizing collection of a $30 fee for a 
petition to compete for consideration of a visa under 8 U.S.C. 1153(c), effective October 
1, 2013.  Such petitions are submitted through an electronic entry form completed on-line 
and submitted via an Internet website established by the Secretary for the purpose of 
receiving such petitions.  In order to address any issues regarding possible fraud within 
such program, the Department of State, in consultation with DHS, is directed to report to 
the Committees no later than 90 days after the date of enactment of this Act on the steps 
being taken to implement the recommendations of GAO report (GAO-07-1174).   

 
Section 564. A provision is included related to community disaster loans.   

 
Section 565.  A provision is included regarding an OIG review and arbitration of 

disaster assistance.   
 
Section 566.  A provision is included prohibiting any funds from this or any other 

Act to be used for creation of the National Preparedness Grant Program or any successor 
grant programs unless explicitly authorized by Congress.   

 
Section 567.  A provision is included prohibiting funds for the ICE public 

advocate position.   
 
Section 568.  A provision is included that prohibits funds made available by this 

Act to reimburse any Federal department or agency for its participation in a NSSE.  
Additional explanation on this section is included in this statement under the heading 
United States Secret Service, “Salaries and Expenses”. 

 
 Section 569.  A provision is included regarding funding restrictions and reporting 

requirements regarding conferences occurring outside of the United States.  
 

 
RESCISSIONS 

 
Section 570.  A provision is included rescinding $254,307,311 in unobligated 

balances of prior year appropriations in multiple appropriations across the Department. 
 

RESCISSION 
 
Section 571.  A provision is included rescinding $12,000,000 of the unobligated 

prior year balances available for FEMA “National Predisaster Mitigation Fund”.   
 

RESCISSIONS 
 

 Section 572.  A provision is included rescinding unobligated balances made 
available to the Department when it was created in 2003. 

 
RESCISSIONS 



 

 
Section 573.  A provision is included rescinding lapsed balances made available 

pursuant to section 505 of this Act.   
 
 

FUNDING RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Detailed funding recommendations, specified by program, project, and activity 
level, are contained in the table listed below. 
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[In thousands of dollars] 

Fiscal year 2012 
enacted 

Fiscal year 2013 
request 

Fiscal year 2013 
bill Bill vs enacted Bill vs request 

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 

TITLE I—DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS 

Departmental Operations 

Office of the Secretary and Executive Management: 
Immediate Office of the Secretary ................................................................................................................................................................ 5,000 4,295 4,286 ¥714 ¥9 
Immediate Office of the Deputy Secretary ................................................................................................................................................... 1,918 2,387 2,094 ∂176 ¥293 
Office of the Chief of Staff .......................................................................................................................................................................... 2,300 2,498 2,175 ¥125 ¥323 
Office of Counternarcotics Enforcement ....................................................................................................................................................... 1,800 ............................ ............................ ¥1,800 ............................
Executive Secretary ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 8,100 7,993 7,592 ¥508 ¥401 
Office of Policy .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 40,000 33,678 43,750 ∂3,750 ∂10,072 
Office of Public Affairs ................................................................................................................................................................................. 5,800 5,966 5,475 ¥325 ¥491 
Office of Legislative Affairs .......................................................................................................................................................................... 6,000 6,041 5,800 ¥200 ¥241 
Office of Intergovernmental Affairs .............................................................................................................................................................. 2,650 2,648 2,380 ¥270 ¥268 
Office of General Counsel ............................................................................................................................................................................. 22,400 21,947 21,158 ¥1,242 ¥789 
Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties .................................................................................................................................................... 22,500 21,716 21,640 ¥860 ¥76 
Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman .................................................................................................................................... 6,200 5,950 5,650 ¥550 ¥300 
Privacy Officer ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 8,491 8,387 8,000 ¥491 ¥387 
Office of International Affairs ....................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 8,001 ............................ ............................ ¥8,001 
Office of State and Local Law Enforcement ................................................................................................................................................ ............................ 892 ............................ ............................ ¥892 
Private Sector Office ..................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 1,751 ............................ ............................ ¥1,751 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 133,159 134,150 130,000 ¥3,159 ¥4,150 

Office of the Under Secretary for Management: 
Immediate Office of the Under Secretary for Management ......................................................................................................................... 2,550 3,112 3,100 ∂550 ¥12 
Office of the Chief Security Officer .............................................................................................................................................................. 70,000 69,258 69,000 ¥1,000 ¥258 
Office of the Chief Procurement Officer ....................................................................................................................................................... 78,000 73,176 72,000 ¥6,000 ¥1,176 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 150,550 145,546 144,100 ¥6,450 ¥1,446 

Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer: 
Salaries and expenses ......................................................................................................................................................................... 25,165 25,971 24,971 ¥194 ¥1,000 
Human resources information technology ........................................................................................................................................... 14,172 9,689 9,680 ¥4,492 ¥9 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 39,337 35,660 34,651 ¥4,686 ¥1,009 

Office of the Chief Administrative Officer: 
Salaries and expenses ......................................................................................................................................................................... 40,700 35,117 34,312 ¥6,388 ¥805 
Nebraska Avenue Complex [NAC] ........................................................................................................................................................ 5,000 5,448 5,448 ∂448 ............................

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 45,700 40,565 39,760 ¥5,940 ¥805 

Subtotal, Office of the Under Secretary for Management .............................................................................................................. 235,587 221,771 218,511 ¥17,076 ¥3,260 

DHS Consolidated Headquarters Project ................................................................................................................................................................ ............................ 89,000 ............................ ............................ ¥89,000 

Office of the Chief Financial Officer ..................................................................................................................................................................... 50,860 55,414 51,500 ∂640 ¥3,914 

Office of the Chief Information Officer: 
Salaries and expenses .................................................................................................................................................................................. 105,500 120,670 118,000 ∂12,500 ¥2,670 
Information technology services ................................................................................................................................................................... 38,800 28,002 27,600 ¥11,200 ¥402 
Infrastructure and security activities ........................................................................................................................................................... 69,000 121,839 56,000 ¥13,000 ¥65,839 
Homeland Secure Data Network ................................................................................................................................................................... 44,000 42,132 42,132 ¥1,868 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 257,300 312,643 243,732 ¥13,568 ¥68,911 

Analysis and Operations ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 338,068 321,982 322,280 ¥15,788 ∂298 

Total, Departmental Operations ............................................................................................................................................................... 1,014,974 1,134,960 966,023 ¥48,951 ¥168,937 

Office of Inspector General: 
Operating expenses ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 117,000 143,664 121,164 ∂4,164 ¥22,500 
(by transfer from Disaster Relief) ................................................................................................................................................................ (24,000 ) ............................ (24,000 ) ............................ (∂24,000 ) 

Total, Office of Inspector General ............................................................................................................................................................ 141,000 143,664 145,164 ∂4,164 ∂1,500 

Total, title I, Departmental Management and Operations ....................................................................................................................... 1,131,974 1,278,624 1,087,187 ¥44,787 ¥191,437 
(by transfer) .............................................................................................................................................................................................. (24,000 ) ............................ (24,000 ) ............................ (∂24,000 ) 

TITLE II—SECURITY, ENFORCEMENT, AND INVESTIGATIONS 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

Salaries and Expenses: 
Headquarters, Management, and Administration: 

Commissioner ....................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 17,415 ∂17,415 ∂17,415 
Chief Counsel ....................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 43,078 ∂43,078 ∂43,078 
Congressional Affairs ........................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 2,568 ∂2,568 ∂2,568 
Internal Affairs ..................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 154,108 ∂154,108 ∂154,108 
Public Affairs ....................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 12,563 ∂12,563 ∂12,563 
Training and Development ................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 77,721 ∂77,721 ∂77,721 
Tech, Innovation, Acquisition ............................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 26,004 ∂26,004 ∂26,004 
Intelligence/Investigative Liaison ......................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 68,156 ∂68,156 ∂68,156 
Administration ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 414,674 ∂414,674 ∂414,674 
Rent ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 483,749 614,871 564,871 ∂81,122 ¥50,000 
Management and administration, border security inspections and trade facilitation ....................................................................... 667,794 601,414 ............................ ¥667,794 ¥601,414 
Management and administration, border security and control between ports of entry ..................................................................... 717,309 665,646 ............................ ¥717,309 ¥665,646 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 1,868,852 1,881,931 1,381,158 ¥487,694 ¥500,773 

Border Security Inspections and Trade Facilitation: 
Inspections, trade, and travel facilitation at ports of entry ............................................................................................................... 2,484,235 2,480,674 2,718,654 ∂234,419 ∂237,980 
Harbor maintenance fee collection (trust fund) .................................................................................................................................. 3,274 3,285 3,274 ............................ ¥11 
International cargo screening .............................................................................................................................................................. 74,557 71,534 71,487 ¥3,070 ¥47 
Other international programs .............................................................................................................................................................. 10,684 27,084 24,799 ∂14,115 ¥2,285 
Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism [C-TPAT] .................................................................................................................... 44,979 40,082 43,069 ¥1,910 ∂2,987 
Trusted Traveler programs ................................................................................................................................................................... 6,311 6,311 10,811 ∂4,500 ∂4,500 
Inspection and detection technology investments .............................................................................................................................. 148,537 117,575 117,565 ¥30,972 ¥10 
Automated Targeting Systems ............................................................................................................................................................. 41,400 113,826 113,826 ∂72,426 ............................
National Targeting Center .................................................................................................................................................................... 51,950 65,127 68,127 ∂16,177 ∂3,000 
Training ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 37,834 34,860 34,846 ¥2,988 ¥14 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 2,903,761 2,960,358 3,206,458 ∂302,697 ∂246,100 

Border Security and Control Between Ports of Entry: 
Border security and control ................................................................................................................................................................. 3,530,994 3,551,840 3,631,796 ∂100,802 ∂79,956 
Training ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 88,610 74,110 73,939 ¥14,671 ¥171 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 3,619,604 3,625,950 3,705,735 ∂86,131 ∂79,785 

Air and Marine Operations ............................................................................................................................................................................ 287,901 280,819 ............................ ¥287,901 ¥280,819 
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US-VISIT ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 261,523 ............................ ............................ ¥261,523 

Subtotal, Salaries and expenses ......................................................................................................................................................... 8,680,118 9,010,581 8,293,351 ¥386,767 ¥717,230 
Appropriations ............................................................................................................................................................................. (8,676,844 ) (9,007,296 ) (8,290,077 ) (¥386,767 ) (¥717,219 ) 
Harbor maintenance trust fund .................................................................................................................................................. (3,274 ) (3,285 ) (3,274 ) ............................ (¥11 ) 

Automation Modernization: 
Information Technology ................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ 394,340 ∂394,340 ∂394,340 
Automated Commercial Environment/International Trade Data System [ITDS] ........................................................................................... 140,000 140,794 138,794 ¥1,206 ¥2,000 
Current operations protection and processing support [COPPS] ................................................................................................................. 194,275 186,732 186,732 ¥7,543 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 334,275 327,526 719,866 ∂385,591 ∂392,340 

Border Security Fencing, Infrastructure, and Technology [BSFIT]: 
Development and deployment ....................................................................................................................................................................... 212,377 188,816 188,816 ¥23,561 ............................
Operations and maintenance ........................................................................................................................................................................ 133,248 138,283 135,283 ∂2,035 ¥3,000 
Program management ................................................................................................................................................................................... 54,375 ............................ ............................ ¥54,375 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 400,000 327,099 324,099 ¥75,901 ¥3,000 

Air and Marine Operations: 
Salaries and Expenses .................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ 283,570 ∂283,570 ∂283,570 
Operations and maintenance ........................................................................................................................................................................ 365,087 368,799 397,399 ∂32,312 ∂28,600 
Procurement ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 138,879 66,970 118,037 ¥20,842 ∂51,067 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 503,966 435,769 799,006 ∂295,040 ∂363,237 

Construction and Facilities Management: 
Facilities construction and sustainment ...................................................................................................................................................... 182,500 186,214 176,214 ¥6,286 ¥10,000 
Program oversight and management ........................................................................................................................................................... 54,096 57,452 57,349 ∂3,253 ¥103 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 236,596 243,666 233,563 ¥3,033 ¥10,103 

Total, U.S. Customs and Border Protection direct appropriations .......................................................................................................... 10,154,955 10,344,641 10,369,885 ∂214,930 ∂25,244 

Fee Accounts: 
Immigration inspection user fee ................................................................................................................................................................... (527,629 ) (568,790 ) (568,790 ) (∂41,161 ) ............................
Immigration enforcement fines ..................................................................................................................................................................... (1,041 ) (1,093 ) (1,093 ) (∂52 ) ............................
Electronic System for Travel Authorization fee ............................................................................................................................................. (44,524 ) (46,318 ) (46,318 ) (∂1,794 ) ............................
Land border inspection fee ........................................................................................................................................................................... (28,909 ) (35,935 ) (35,935 ) (∂7,026 ) ............................
COBRA passenger inspection fee ................................................................................................................................................................. (468,521 ) (529,352 ) (419,352 ) (¥49,169 ) (¥110,000 ) 
APHIS inspection fee ..................................................................................................................................................................................... (323,000 ) (329,000 ) (329,000 ) (∂6,000 ) ............................
Global Entry user fee .................................................................................................................................................................................... (2,615 ) (13,743 ) (13,743 ) (∂11,128 ) ............................
Puerto Rico collections .................................................................................................................................................................................. (91,779 ) (96,367 ) (96,367 ) (∂4,588 ) ............................
Small airport user fee ................................................................................................................................................................................... (8,167 ) (8,318 ) (8,318 ) (∂151 ) ............................

Subtotal, fee accounts ............................................................................................................................................................................. (1,496,185 ) (1,628,916 ) (1,518,916 ) (∂22,731 ) (¥110,000 ) 

Total, U.S. Customs and Border Protection ............................................................................................................................................. 11,651,140 11,973,557 11,888,801 ∂237,661 ¥84,756 
Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (10,154,955 ) (10,344,641 ) (10,369,885 ) (∂214,930 ) (∂25,244 ) 
Fee accounts .................................................................................................................................................................................... (1,496,185 ) (1,628,916 ) (1,518,916 ) (∂22,731 ) (¥110,000 ) 

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

Salaries and Expenses: 
Headquarters Management and Administration: 

Personnel compensation and benefits, services and other costs ....................................................................................................... 233,251 220,122 220,044 ¥13,207 ¥78 
Headquarters managed IT investment ................................................................................................................................................ 184,227 157,188 160,464 ¥23,763 ∂3,276 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 417,478 377,310 380,508 ¥36,970 ∂3,198 

Legal Proceedings ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 215,935 207,580 207,041 ¥8,894 ¥539 
Investigations: 

Domestic investigations ....................................................................................................................................................................... 1,725,234 1,672,526 1,686,859 ¥38,375 ∂14,333 
International Investigations: 

International operations .............................................................................................................................................................. 114,928 110,370 115,122 ∂194 ∂4,752 
Visa Security Program ................................................................................................................................................................. 33,889 32,616 34,561 ∂672 ∂1,945 

Subtotal .................................................................................................................................................................................. 148,817 142,986 149,683 ∂866 ∂6,697 

Subtotal, Investigations .......................................................................................................................................................... 1,874,051 1,815,512 1,836,542 ¥37,509 ∂21,030 

Intelligence .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 81,503 78,748 78,452 ¥3,051 ¥296 
Detention and Removal Operations: 

Custody operations ............................................................................................................................................................................... 2,050,545 1,959,363 2,025,016 ¥25,529 ∂65,653 
Fugitive operations ............................................................................................................................................................................... 154,597 132,925 145,325 ¥9,272 ∂12,400 
Criminal alien program ........................................................................................................................................................................ 196,696 216,724 216,510 ∂19,814 ¥214 
Alternatives to detention ...................................................................................................................................................................... 72,373 111,590 96,557 ∂24,184 ¥15,033 

(transfer out to Department of Justice) ..................................................................................................................................... ............................ (¥5,000 ) ............................ ............................ (∂5,000 ) 
Transportation and removal program .................................................................................................................................................. 276,632 258,227 270,202 ¥6,430 ∂11,975 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 2,750,843 2,678,829 2,753,610 ∂2,767 ∂74,781 

Secure Communities ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 189,064 138,713 138,249 ¥50,815 ¥464 

Subtotal, Salaries and expenses .............................................................................................................................................................. 5,528,874 5,296,692 5,394,402 ¥134,472 ∂97,710 

Automation Modernization: 
Automation modernization ............................................................................................................................................................................ 21,710 ............................ ............................ ¥21,710 ............................
TECS modernization ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 23,000 23,000 ∂23,000 ............................
Detention and removals modernization ........................................................................................................................................................ ............................ 4,000 7,000 ∂7,000 ∂3,000 
Electronic health records .............................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ 3,500 3,500 ∂3,500 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 21,710 30,500 33,500 ∂11,790 ∂3,000 

Construction ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 5,000 5,000 ∂5,000 ............................

Total, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement direct appropriations ............................................................................................. 5,550,584 5,332,192 5,432,902 ¥117,682 ∂100,710 

Fee Accounts: 
Immigration inspection user fee ................................................................................................................................................................... (116,869 ) (116,869 ) (116,869 ) ............................ ............................
Breached bond/detention fund ..................................................................................................................................................................... (75,000 ) (75,000 ) (75,000 ) ............................ ............................
Student exchange and visitor fee ................................................................................................................................................................. (120,000 ) (120,000 ) (120,000 ) ............................ ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 311,869 311,869 311,869 ............................ ............................

Total, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement ................................................................................................................................ 5,862,453 5,644,061 5,744,771 ¥117,682 ∂100,710 
Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (5,550,584 ) (5,332,192 ) (5,432,902 ) (¥117,682 ) (∂100,710 ) 
Fee accounts .................................................................................................................................................................................... (311,869 ) (311,869 ) (311,869 ) ............................ ............................
(Transfer out) ................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ (¥5,000 ) ............................ ............................ (∂5,000 ) 
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Transportation Security Administration 

Aviation Security: 
Screening Operations: 

Screener workforce: 
Privatized screening .................................................................................................................................................................... 144,193 143,190 147,690 ∂3,497 ∂4,500 
Screener personnel, compensation, and benefits ....................................................................................................................... 3,025,771 3,107,649 3,078,709 ∂52,938 ¥28,940 

Subtotal .................................................................................................................................................................................. 3,169,964 3,250,839 3,226,399 ∂56,435 ¥24,440 

Screener training and other ................................................................................................................................................................. 249,796 225,012 224,984 ¥24,812 ¥28 
Checkpoint support .............................................................................................................................................................................. 204,768 120,239 115,204 ¥89,564 ¥5,035 
EDS/ETD Systems: 

EDS procurement and installation .............................................................................................................................................. 222,738 117,349 99,930 ¥122,808 ¥17,419 
Screening technology maintenance, utilities .............................................................................................................................. 320,365 309,000 309,000 ¥11,365 ............................

Subtotal .................................................................................................................................................................................. 543,103 426,349 408,930 ¥134,173 ¥17,419 

Subtotal, Screening operations .............................................................................................................................................. 4,167,631 4,022,439 3,975,517 ¥192,114 ¥46,922 

Aviation Security Direction and Enforcement: 
Aviation regulation and other enforcement ......................................................................................................................................... 369,984 371,989 368,255 ¥1,729 ¥3,734 
Airport management and support ....................................................................................................................................................... 570,226 569,615 562,349 ¥7,877 ¥7,266 
Federal flight deck officer and flight crew training ........................................................................................................................... 25,461 12,500 24,730 ¥731 ∂12,230 
Air cargo ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 120,654 122,096 121,769 ∂1,115 ¥327 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 1,086,325 1,076,200 1,077,103 ¥9,222 ∂903 

Aviation Security Capital Fund (mandatory) ................................................................................................................................................ (250,000 ) (250,000 ) (250,000 ) ............................ ............................

Total, Aviation security (gross) ................................................................................................................................................................ 5,253,956 5,098,639 5,052,620 ¥201,336 ¥46,019 

Aviation security fees (offsetting collections) ....................................................................................................................................................... ¥2,030,000 ¥2,070,000 ¥2,070,000 ¥40,000 ............................
Additional offsetting collections (leg. proposal) ................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ¥115,000 ............................ ............................ ∂115,000 

Total, Aviation security (net, discretionary) ............................................................................................................................................. 3,223,956 2,913,639 2,982,620 ¥241,336 ∂68,981 

Surface Transportation Security: 
Staffing and operations ................................................................................................................................................................................ 38,514 36,711 36,353 ¥2,161 ¥358 
Surface transportation security inspectors and canines ............................................................................................................................. 96,234 87,565 88,065 ¥8,169 ∂500 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 134,748 124,276 124,418 ¥10,330 ∂142 

Transportation Threat Assessment and Credentialing: 
Secure Flight ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 92,414 107,074 106,935 ∂14,521 ¥139 
Crew and other vetting programs ................................................................................................................................................................ 71,540 85,557 85,489 ∂13,949 ¥68 
TWIC fees ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... (8,300 ) (47,300 ) (47,300 ) (∂39,000 ) ............................
Hazardous materials fees ............................................................................................................................................................................. (12,000 ) (12,000 ) (12,000 ) ............................ ............................
Alien Flight School fees (by transfer from DOJ) ........................................................................................................................................... (4,000 ) (5,000 ) (5,000 ) (∂1,000 ) ............................
Air Cargo/Certified cargo screening program ............................................................................................................................................... (5,200 ) (7,200 ) (7,200 ) (∂2,000 ) ............................
Large aircraft security program .................................................................................................................................................................... (1,200 ) ............................ ............................ (¥1,200 ) ............................
Commercial aviation and airports/Secure identification display area checks ............................................................................................ (8,000 ) (8,000 ) (8,000 ) ............................ ............................
Other security threat assessments ............................................................................................................................................................... (100 ) (120 ) (120 ) (∂20 ) ............................
General aviation at DCA ............................................................................................................................................................................... (100 ) (100 ) (100 ) ............................ ............................
Indirect air cargo .......................................................................................................................................................................................... (1,400 ) ............................ ............................ (¥1,400 ) ............................
Sensitive security information [SSI] fees ..................................................................................................................................................... (20 ) ............................ ............................ (¥20 ) ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 204,274 272,351 272,144 ∂67,870 ¥207 
Direct appropriations ....................................................................................................................................................................... (163,954 ) (192,631 ) (192,424 ) (∂28,470 ) (¥207 ) 
Fee funded programs ...................................................................................................................................................................... (40,320 ) (79,720 ) (79,720 ) (∂39,400 ) ............................

Transportation Security Support: 
Headquarters administration ........................................................................................................................................................................ 292,334 281,554 276,122 ¥16,212 ¥5,432 
Information technology .................................................................................................................................................................................. 447,200 417,196 417,196 ¥30,004 ............................
Human capital services ................................................................................................................................................................................ 249,400 225,829 215,829 ¥33,571 ¥10,000 
Intelligence .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 42,992 45,130 45,130 ∂2,138 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1,031,926 969,709 954,277 ¥77,649 ¥15,432 

Federal Air Marshals: 
Management and administration ................................................................................................................................................................. 842,500 815,639 793,786 ¥48,714 ¥21,853 
Travel and training ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 123,615 113,971 113,971 ¥9,644 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 966,115 929,610 907,757 ¥58,358 ¥21,853 

Total, Transportation Security Administration .......................................................................................................................................... 7,841,019 7,644,585 7,561,216 ¥279,803 ¥83,369 

Offsetting collections ............................................................................................................................................................................................. (¥2,030,000 ) (¥2,185,000 ) (¥2,070,000 ) (¥40,000 ) (∂115,000 ) 
Aviation Security Capital Fund (mandatory) ......................................................................................................................................................... (250,000 ) (250,000 ) (250,000 ) ............................ ............................
Fee funded programs ............................................................................................................................................................................................. (40,320 ) (79,720 ) (79,720 ) (∂39,400 ) ............................

Total, Transportation Security Administration (net) ................................................................................................................................. 5,520,699 5,129,865 5,161,496 ¥359,203 ∂31,631 

Coast Guard 

Operating Expenses: 
Military pay and allowances ......................................................................................................................................................................... 3,413,061 3,415,595 3,415,181 ∂2,120 ¥414 
Civilian pay and benefits ............................................................................................................................................................................. 784,256 790,130 786,580 ∂2,324 ¥3,550 
Training and recruiting ................................................................................................................................................................................. 213,321 212,761 214,183 ∂862 ∂1,422 
Operating funds and unit level maintenance .............................................................................................................................................. 1,109,623 1,092,419 1,093,893 ¥15,730 ∂1,474 
Centrally managed accounts ........................................................................................................................................................................ 336,653 350,178 351,072 ∂14,419 ∂894 
Intermediate and depot level maintenance .................................................................................................................................................. 936,140 930,095 959,873 ∂23,733 ∂29,778 
Overseas contingency operations/Global war on terrorism .......................................................................................................................... 258,000 ............................ 254,000 ¥4,000 ∂254,000 

(Permissive transfer from Navy O&M) ................................................................................................................................................. ............................ (254,461 ) ............................ ............................ (¥254,461 ) 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 7,051,054 6,791,178 7,074,782 ∂23,728 ∂283,604 

(Defense) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... (598,000 ) (339,000 ) (594,000 ) (¥4,000 ) (∂255,000 ) 
(Nondefense) ............................................................................................................................................................................... (6,453,054 ) (6,452,178 ) (6,480,782 ) (∂27,728 ) (∂28,604 ) 

Environmental Compliance and Restoration ......................................................................................................................................................... 13,500 13,162 13,151 ¥349 ¥11 
Reserve Training ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 134,278 132,554 132,528 ¥1,750 ¥26 

Acquisition, Construction, and Improvements: 
Vessels: 

Survey and design-vessel and boats .................................................................................................................................................. 6,000 2,500 2,500 ¥3,500 ............................
Response boat-medium ....................................................................................................................................................................... 110,000 ............................ 8,000 ¥102,000 ∂8,000 
In-service vessel sustainment ............................................................................................................................................................. 14,000 ............................ ............................ ¥14,000 ............................
National security cutter ....................................................................................................................................................................... 77,000 683,000 679,300 ∂602,300 ¥3,700 
Offshore patrol cutter .......................................................................................................................................................................... 25,000 30,000 30,000 ∂5,000 ............................
Fast response cutter ............................................................................................................................................................................ 358,000 139,000 335,000 ¥23,000 ∂196,000 
Cutter small boats ............................................................................................................................................................................... 5,000 4,000 4,000 ¥1,000 ............................
Medium endurance cutter sustainment ............................................................................................................................................... 47,000 13,000 16,000 ¥31,000 ∂3,000 
Polar ice breaking vessel ..................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 8,000 8,000 ∂8,000 ............................
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[In thousands of dollars] 

Fiscal year 2012 
enacted 

Fiscal year 2013 
request 

Fiscal year 2013 
bill Bill vs enacted Bill vs request 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 642,000 879,500 1,082,800 ∂440,800 ∂203,300 

Aircraft: 
Airframe replacement (CGNR 6017) .................................................................................................................................................... 18,300 ............................ 14,000 ¥4,300 ∂14,000 
Maritime patrol aircraft ....................................................................................................................................................................... 129,500 43,000 55,000 ¥74,500 ∂12,000 
HH–60 conversion projects .................................................................................................................................................................. 56,100 ............................ ............................ ¥56,100 ............................
Long range surveillance aircraft ......................................................................................................................................................... 62,000 ............................ 90,000 ∂28,000 ∂90,000 
(DOD transfer for C–130J) (Public Law 112–74) ................................................................................................................................ (63,500 ) ............................ ............................ (¥63,500 ) ............................
HH–65 conversion/sustainment projects ............................................................................................................................................. 24,000 31,500 31,500 ∂7,500 ............................

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 289,900 74,500 190,500 ¥99,400 ∂116,000 

Other Acquisition Programs: 
Program oversight and management .................................................................................................................................................. 26,000 25,000 15,000 ¥11,000 ¥10,000 
Systems engineering and integration .................................................................................................................................................. 17,140 2,500 ............................ ¥17,140 ¥2,500 
C4ISR .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 38,500 40,500 40,500 ∂2,000 ............................
CG–Logistics Information Management System .................................................................................................................................. 6,500 2,500 2,500 ¥4,000 ............................
Nationwide automatic identification system ....................................................................................................................................... 5,000 6,000 6,000 ∂1,000 ............................
Rescue 21 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 65,000 ............................ ............................ ¥65,000 ............................
Interagency operations centers ............................................................................................................................................................ 3,000 ............................ ............................ ¥3,000 ............................

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 161,140 76,500 64,000 ¥97,140 ¥12,500 

Shore Facilities and Aids to Navigation: 
Major construction; Housing; ATON; and Survey and design .............................................................................................................. 92,900 15,000 30,000 ¥62,900 ∂15,000 
Major acquisition systems infrastructure ............................................................................................................................................ 81,500 49,411 49,411 ¥32,089 ............................
Minor shore .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 6,292 5,000 5,000 ¥1,292 ............................

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 180,692 69,411 84,411 ¥96,281 ∂15,000 

Military Housing ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 20,000 ............................ 10,000 ¥10,000 ∂10,000 
Personnel and Related Support: 

Direct personnel costs ......................................................................................................................................................................... 109,592 116,798 113,082 ∂3,490 ¥3,716 
Core acquisition costs ......................................................................................................................................................................... 600 600 600 ............................ ............................

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 110,192 117,398 113,682 ∂3,490 ¥3,716 

Rescission of unexpended balances (Public Law 111–83) .......................................................................................................................... ............................ ¥25,000 ............................ ............................ ∂25,000 

Subtotal, Acquisition, Construction, and Improvements .......................................................................................................................... 1,403,924 1,192,309 1,545,393 ∂141,469 ∂353,084 
(By transfer) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... (63,500 ) ............................ ............................ (¥63,500 ) ............................

Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation ...................................................................................................................................................... 27,779 19,728 19,690 ¥8,089 ¥38 

Health care fund contribution (permanent indefinite discretionary appropriation) ............................................................................................. 261,871 203,000 203,000 ¥58,871 ............................

Retired Pay (mandatory) ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 1,440,157 1,423,000 1,423,000 ¥17,157 ............................

Total, Coast Guard ................................................................................................................................................................................... 10,332,563 9,774,931 10,411,544 ∂78,981 ∂636,613 
Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (10,074,563 ) (9,799,931 ) (10,157,544 ) (∂82,981 ) (∂357,613 ) 
Rescissions ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ (¥25,000 ) ............................ ............................ (∂25,000 ) 
Overseas contingency operations/Global war on terrorism ............................................................................................................. (258,000 ) ............................ (254,000 ) (¥4,000 ) (∂254,000 ) 
(By transfer) .................................................................................................................................................................................... (63,500 ) ............................ ............................ (¥63,500 ) ............................

(mandatory) .............................................................................................................................................................................................. (1,440,157 ) (1,423,000 ) (1,423,000 ) (¥17,157 ) ............................
(discretionary) ........................................................................................................................................................................................... (8,892,406 ) (8,351,931 ) (8,988,544 ) (∂96,138 ) (∂636,613 ) 

United States Secret Service 

Salaries and Expenses: 
Protection: 

Protection of persons and facilities .................................................................................................................................................... 832,463 837,646 855,236 ∂22,773 ∂17,590 
Protective intelligence activities .......................................................................................................................................................... 68,125 68,373 68,125 ............................ ¥248 
Presidential candidate nominee protection ......................................................................................................................................... 113,462 57,960 57,960 ¥55,502 ............................
National special security event fund ................................................................................................................................................... 19,307 4,500 4,500 ¥14,807 ............................
White House mail screening ................................................................................................................................................................ 18,472 19,855 ............................ ¥18,472 ¥19,855 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 1,051,829 988,334 985,821 ¥66,008 ¥2,513 

Investigations: 
Domestic field operations .................................................................................................................................................................... 223,991 238,553 299,690 ∂75,699 ∂61,137 
International field office administration, operations and training ..................................................................................................... 32,971 31,016 30,971 ¥2,000 ¥45 
Electronic crimes special agent program and electronic crimes task forces .................................................................................... 53,051 54,655 ............................ ¥53,051 ¥54,655 
Support for missing and exploited children ........................................................................................................................................ 8,366 ............................ 8,366 ............................ ∂8,366 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 318,379 324,224 339,027 ∂20,648 ∂14,803 

Headquarters, Management and Administration .......................................................................................................................................... 191,588 174,669 174,334 ¥17,254 ¥335 
Rowley Training Center ................................................................................................................................................................................. 55,598 55,749 55,598 ............................ ¥151 
Information Integration and Technology Transformation ............................................................................................................................. 43,843 1,137 1,133 ¥42,710 ¥4 

Subtotal, Salaries and Expenses .............................................................................................................................................................. 1,661,237 1,544,113 1,555,913 ¥105,324 ∂11,800 

Acquisition, Construction, Improvements, and Related Expenses ........................................................................................................................ 5,380 ............................ ............................ ¥5,380 ............................
Facilities ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 4,430 4,430 ∂4,430 ............................

Information Integration and Technology Transformation ............................................................................................................................. ............................ 52,320 52,320 ∂52,320 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 5,380 56,750 56,750 ∂51,370 ............................

Total, United States Secret Service .......................................................................................................................................................... 1,666,617 1,600,863 1,612,663 ¥53,954 ∂11,800 

Total, title II, Security, Enforcement, and Investigations ........................................................................................................................ 33,225,418 32,182,492 32,988,490 ¥236,928 ∂805,998 
Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (32,967,418 ) (32,207,492 ) (32,734,490 ) (¥232,928 ) (∂526,998 ) 
Rescissions ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ (¥25,000 ) ............................ ............................ (∂25,000 ) 
Overseas contingency operations/Global war on terrorism ............................................................................................................. (258,000 ) ............................ (254,000 ) (¥4,000 ) (∂254,000 ) 
(By transfer) .................................................................................................................................................................................... (63,500 ) ............................ ............................ (¥63,500 ) ............................
(Transfer out) ................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ (¥5,000 ) ............................ ............................ (∂5,000 ) 

(Fee Accounts) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... (1,848,374 ) (2,020,505 ) (1,910,505 ) (∂62,131 ) (¥110,000 ) 

TITLE III—PROTECTION, PREPAREDNESS, RESPONSE, AND RECOVERY 

National Protection and Programs Directorate 

Management and Administration: 
Administrative activities ............................................................................................................................................................................... 46,454 50,321 50,220 ∂3,766 ¥101 
Risk management and analysis ................................................................................................................................................................... 4,241 ............................ ............................ ¥4,241 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 50,695 50,321 50,220 ¥475 ¥101 

Infrastructure Protection and Information Security: 
Infrastructure Protection: 

Infrastructure analysis and planning .................................................................................................................................................. 70,518 56,909 58,969 ¥11,549 ∂2,060 
Sector management and governance .................................................................................................................................................. 74,219 67,132 67,061 ¥7,158 ¥71 
Regional field operations ..................................................................................................................................................................... 57,367 56,497 56,418 ¥949 ¥79 
Infrastructure security compliance ...................................................................................................................................................... 93,348 74,544 77,945 ¥15,403 ∂3,401 
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Fiscal year 2013 
request 

Fiscal year 2013 
bill Bill vs enacted Bill vs request 

Subtotal, Infrastructure protection .................................................................................................................................................. 295,452 255,082 260,393 ¥35,059 ∂5,311 

Cybersecurity and Communications: 
Cybersecurity: 

Cybersecurity coordination .......................................................................................................................................................... 4,500 3,995 3,986 ¥514 ¥9 
US Computer Emergency Readiness Team [US–CERT] Operations ............................................................................................ 79,116 93,002 92,927 ∂13,811 ¥75 
Federal Network Security ............................................................................................................................................................. 35,000 236,014 235,992 ∂200,992 ¥22 
Network Security Deployment ...................................................................................................................................................... 229,000 345,046 329,009 ∂100,009 ¥16,037 
Global Cybersecurity Management .............................................................................................................................................. 23,992 21,957 25,955 ∂1,963 ∂3,998 
Critical Infrastructure Cyber Protection and Awareness ............................................................................................................ 60,000 62,763 62,748 ∂2,748 ¥15 
Business Operations ................................................................................................................................................................... 11,568 6,227 6,211 ¥5,357 ¥16 

Subtotal, Cybersecurity ........................................................................................................................................................... 443,176 769,004 756,828 ∂313,652 ¥12,176 

Communications: 
Office of Emergency Communications ........................................................................................................................................ 43,495 38,689 38,654 ¥4,841 ¥35 
Priority telecommunications services .......................................................................................................................................... 56,074 53,286 53,265 ¥2,809 ¥21 
Next generation networks ............................................................................................................................................................ 25,253 20,000 24,499 ¥754 ∂4,499 
Programs to study and enhance telecommunications ............................................................................................................... 13,441 19,594 12,930 ¥511 ¥6,664 
Critical infrastructure protection programs ................................................................................................................................ 11,352 10,978 10,960 ¥392 ¥18 

Subtotal, Communications ..................................................................................................................................................... 149,615 142,547 140,308 ¥9,307 ¥2,239 

Subtotal, Cybersecurity and Communications ....................................................................................................................... 592,791 911,551 897,136 ∂304,345 ¥14,415 

Subtotal, Infrastructure Protection and Information Security ................................................................................................ 888,243 1,166,633 1,157,529 ∂269,286 ¥9,104 

Federal Protective Service: 
Basic security ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 247,478 271,540 271,540 ∂24,062 ............................
Building-specific security ............................................................................................................................................................................. 501,039 509,056 509,056 ∂8,017 ............................
Reimbursable Security Fees (contract guard services) ................................................................................................................................ 513,020 521,228 521,228 ∂8,208 ............................

Subtotal, Federal Protective Service ......................................................................................................................................................... 1,261,537 1,301,824 1,301,824 ∂40,287 ............................

Offsetting collections .................................................................................................................................................................................... ¥1,261,537 ¥1,301,824 ¥1,301,824 ¥40,287 ............................
U.S. Visitor and Immigrant Status Indicator Technology ...................................................................................................................................... 306,802 ............................ ............................ ¥306,802 ............................
Office of Biometric Identity Management .............................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ 232,422 ∂232,422 ∂232,422 

Total, National Protection and Programs Directorate (gross) .................................................................................................................. 2,507,277 2,518,778 2,741,995 ∂234,718 ∂223,217 
Offsetting collections ....................................................................................................................................................................... (¥1,261,537 ) (¥1,301,824 ) (¥1,301,824 ) (¥40,287 ) ............................

Total, National Protection and Programs Directorate (net) ........................................................................................................ 1,245,740 1,216,954 1,440,171 ∂194,431 ∂223,217 

Office of Health Affairs 

BioWatch ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 114,164 125,294 85,390 ¥28,774 ¥39,904 
National Biosurveillance Integration Center .......................................................................................................................................................... 12,013 8,000 13,000 ∂987 ∂5,000 
Chemical Defense Program .................................................................................................................................................................................... 5,439 500 2,000 ¥3,439 ∂1,500 
Planning and Coordination .................................................................................................................................................................................... 6,162 4,907 5,407 ¥755 ∂500 
Salaries and Expenses ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 29,671 27,757 26,702 ¥2,969 ¥1,055 

Total, Office of Health Affairs .................................................................................................................................................................. 167,449 166,458 132,499 ¥34,950 ¥33,959 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 

Salaries and Expenses: 
Administrative and regional offices ............................................................................................................................................................. 110,495 214,603 257,409 ∂146,914 ∂42,806 

Office of National Capital Region Coordination .................................................................................................................................. (5,493 ) (5,099 ) (4,293 ) (¥1,200 ) (¥806 ) 
Preparedness and protection ........................................................................................................................................................................ 109,873 73,153 179,047 ∂69,174 ∂105,894 
Response ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 226,228 171,897 179,428 ¥46,800 ∂7,531 

Urban search and rescue response system ........................................................................................................................................ (41,250 ) (27,513 ) (35,180 ) (¥6,070 ) (∂7,667 ) 
Recovery ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 78,373 55,423 55,299 ¥23,074 ¥124 
Mitigation ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 43,675 27,110 29,814 ¥13,861 ∂2,704 
Mission support ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 219,433 152,806 157,534 ¥61,899 ∂4,728 
Centrally managed accounts ........................................................................................................................................................................ 107,273 94,180 114,587 ∂7,314 ∂20,407 

Subtotal, Salaries and Expenses .............................................................................................................................................................. 895,350 789,172 973,118 ∂77,768 ∂183,946 

(Defense) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... (99,099 ) (58,000 ) (58,000 ) (¥41,099 ) ............................
(Nondefense) .................................................................................................................................................................................... (796,251 ) (731,172 ) (915,118 ) (∂118,867 ) (∂183,946 ) 

(by transfer from State and Local Programs) ....................................................................................................................................................... (91,778 ) (279,304 ) ............................ (¥91,778 ) (¥279,304 ) 
(available from Firefighter Assistance Grants) ..................................................................................................................................................... (33,750 ) ............................ ............................ (¥33,750 ) ............................
(available from Emergency Management Performance Grants) ............................................................................................................................ (10,500 ) ............................ ............................ (¥10,500 ) ............................

Subtotal, Salaries and Expenses (net) ..................................................................................................................................................... 1,031,378 1,068,476 973,118 ¥58,260 ¥95,358 

Grants and Training: 
State and Local Programs: 

Discretionary State and local grants ................................................................................................................................................... 1,118,000 ............................ 188,932 ¥929,068 ∂188,932 
State Homeland Security Grant Program ............................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ 346,600 ∂346,600 ∂346,600 

Operation Stonegarden ................................................................................................................................................................ (50,000 ) ............................ (46,600 ) (¥3,400 ) (∂46,600 ) 
Urban area security initiative .............................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ 500,376 ∂500,376 ∂500,376 

Nonprofit security grants ............................................................................................................................................................ ............................ ............................ (10,000 ) (∂10,000 ) (∂10,000 ) 
Public transportation security assistance and railroad security assistance ...................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 97,500 ∂97,500 ∂97,500 

Amtrak security ........................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ (10,000 ) (∂10,000 ) (∂10,000 ) 
Port Security Grants ............................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ 97,500 ∂97,500 ∂97,500 
Education, Training, and Exercises: 

Emergency Management Institute .............................................................................................................................................. 16,181 ............................ 17,805 ∂1,624 ∂17,805 
Center for Domestic Preparedness ............................................................................................................................................. 62,500 ............................ 64,991 ∂2,491 ∂64,991 
National Domestic Preparedness Consortium ............................................................................................................................. 93,000 ............................ 93,000 ............................ ∂93,000 
National Exercise Program .......................................................................................................................................................... 34,000 ............................ 32,378 ¥1,622 ∂32,378 
Continuing training ..................................................................................................................................................................... 26,000 ............................ 27,000 ∂1,000 ∂27,000 

Subtotal .................................................................................................................................................................................. 231,681 ............................ 235,174 ∂3,493 ∂235,174 

National Preparedness Grant Program ................................................................................................................................................ ............................ 1,540,908 ............................ ............................ ¥1,540,908 

First Responder Assistance Program: 
Emergency Management Performance Grants ............................................................................................................................ ............................ 350,000 ............................ ............................ ¥350,000 
Fire Grants .................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ 335,000 ............................ ............................ ¥335,000 

Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response [SAFER] Act Grants ............................................................................... ............................ 335,000 ............................ ............................ ¥335,000 
Training Partnership Grants ....................................................................................................................................................... ............................ 60,000 ............................ ............................ ¥60,000 

Subtotal, First Responder Assistance Program ...................................................................................................................... ............................ 1,080,000 ............................ ............................ ¥1,080,000 

Management and Administration ........................................................................................................................................................ ............................ 279,304 ............................ ............................ ¥279,304 

Subtotal, State and Local Programs ............................................................................................................................................... 1,349,681 2,900,212 1,466,082 ∂116,401 ¥1,434,130 

(Defense) ................................................................................................................................................................................. (50,000 ) ............................ (46,600 ) (¥3,400 ) (∂46,600 ) 
(Nondefense) ........................................................................................................................................................................... (1,299,681 ) (2,900,212 ) (1,419,482 ) (∂119,801 ) (¥1,480,730 ) 

(transfer out to Salaries and Expenses) ............................................................................................................................................. (¥91,778 ) (¥279,304 ) ............................ (∂91,778 ) (∂279,304 ) 
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Subtotal, State and Local Programs (net) ...................................................................................................................................... 1,257,903 2,620,908 1,466,082 ∂208,179 ¥1,154,826 

Firefighter Assistance Grants: 
Fire grants ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 337,500 ............................ 337,500 ............................ ∂337,500 
Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response [SAFER] Act grants ........................................................................................ 337,500 ............................ 337,500 ............................ ∂337,500 

Subtotal ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 675,000 ............................ 675,000 ............................ ∂675,000 
(available to Salaries and Expenses) ......................................................................................................................................... (¥33,750 ) ............................ ............................ (∂33,750 ) ............................

Subtotal, Firefighter Assistance Grants(net) ................................................................................................................................... 641,250 ............................ 675,000 ∂33,750 ∂675,000 

Emergency Management Performance Grants .............................................................................................................................................. 350,000 ............................ 350,000 ............................ ∂350,000 
(available to Salaries and Expenses) .................................................................................................................................................. (¥10,500 ) ............................ ............................ (∂10,500 ) ............................

Subtotal, Emergency Management Performance Grants (net) ........................................................................................................ 339,500 ............................ 350,000 ∂10,500 ∂350,000 

Subtotal, Grants and Training ........................................................................................................................................................ 2,374,681 2,900,212 2,491,082 ∂116,401 ¥409,130 
(transfer out/available to Salaries and Expenses) ................................................................................................................ ¥136,028 ¥279,304 ............................ ∂136,028 ∂279,304 

Subtotal, Grants and Training (net) ............................................................................................................................................... 2,238,653 2,620,908 2,491,082 ∂252,429 ¥129,826 

Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program .................................................................................................................................................... ¥896 ¥1,443 ¥1,443 ¥547 ............................
United States Fire Administration ......................................................................................................................................................................... 44,038 42,520 44,000 ¥38 ∂1,480 

Disaster Relief Fund: 
Base disaster relief ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 700,000 607,926 607,926 ¥92,074 ............................
Disaster relief category ................................................................................................................................................................................. 6,400,000 5,481,000 6,400,000 ............................ ∂919,000 

Subtotal, Disaster Relief Fund ................................................................................................................................................................. 7,100,000 6,088,926 7,007,926 ¥92,074 ∂919,000 

(transfer out to Inspector General) ................................................................................................................................................. (¥24,000 ) ............................ (¥24,000 ) ............................ (¥24,000 ) 

Subtotal, Disaster Relief Fund (net) ........................................................................................................................................................ 7,076,000 6,088,926 6,983,926 ¥92,074 ∂895,000 

Disaster Assistance Direct Loan Program Account: 
(Limitation on direct loans) .......................................................................................................................................................................... (25,000 ) (25,000 ) ............................ (¥25,000 ) (¥25,000 ) 
Direct loan subsidy ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 295 ............................ ............................ ¥295 ............................

Flood Hazard Mapping and Risk Analysis Program .............................................................................................................................................. 97,712 89,329 95,329 ¥2,383 ∂6,000 

National Flood Insurance Fund: 
Salaries and expenses .................................................................................................................................................................................. 22,000 22,000 22,000 ............................ ............................
Flood plain management and mapping ....................................................................................................................................................... 149,000 149,000 149,000 ............................ ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 171,000 171,000 171,000 ............................ ............................

Offsetting fee collections .............................................................................................................................................................................. ¥171,000 ¥171,000 ¥171,000 ............................ ............................
National Predisaster Mitigation Fund .................................................................................................................................................................... 35,500 ............................ 25,000 ¥10,500 ∂25,000 
Emergency Food and Shelter ................................................................................................................................................................................. 120,000 100,000 120,000 ............................ ∂20,000 

Total, Federal Emergency Management Agency ....................................................................................................................................... 10,666,680 10,008,716 10,755,012 ∂88,332 ∂746,296 
(Appropriations) ............................................................................................................................................................................... (4,266,680 ) (4,527,716 ) (4,355,012 ) (∂88,332 ) (¥172,704 ) 
(Disaster relief category) ................................................................................................................................................................. (6,400,000 ) (5,481,000 ) (6,400,000 ) ............................ (∂919,000 ) 

(By transfer) .................................................................................................................................................................................................. (91,778 ) (279,304 ) ............................ (¥91,778 ) (¥279,304 ) 
(Transfer out) ................................................................................................................................................................................................ (¥115,778 ) (¥279,304 ) (¥24,000 ) (∂91,778 ) (∂255,304 ) 
(Limitation on direct loans) .......................................................................................................................................................................... (25,000 ) (25,000 ) ............................ (¥25,000 ) (¥25,000 ) 

Total, title III, Protection, Preparedness, Response and Recovery Directorate ........................................................................................ 12,079,869 11,392,128 12,327,682 ∂247,813 ∂935,554 
Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (5,679,869 ) (5,911,128 ) (5,927,682 ) (∂247,813 ) (∂16,554 ) 
Disaster relief category ................................................................................................................................................................... (6,400,000 ) (5,481,000 ) (6,400,000 ) ............................ (∂919,000 ) 

(By transfer) .................................................................................................................................................................................................. (91,778 ) (279,304 ) ............................ (¥91,778 ) (¥279,304 ) 
(Transfer out) ................................................................................................................................................................................................ (¥115,778 ) (¥279,304 ) (¥24,000 ) (∂91,778 ) (∂255,304 ) 
(Limitation on direct loans) .......................................................................................................................................................................... (25,000 ) (25,000 ) ............................ (¥25,000 ) (¥25,000 ) 

TITLE IV—RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING, AND SERVICES 

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 

Appropriations: 
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements ............................................................................................................................................. ............................ 20,048 ............................ ............................ ¥20,048 
E-Verify program ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 102,424 111,924 111,924 ∂9,500 ............................
Immigrant integration programs .................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ 11,002 ............................ ............................ ¥11,002 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 102,424 142,974 111,924 ∂9,500 ¥31,050 

Fee Accounts: 
Adjudication Services: 

District operations ................................................................................................................................................................................ (1,315,570 ) (1,283,771 ) (1,313,702 ) (¥1,868 ) (∂29,931 ) 
(Immigrant Integration Grants) .................................................................................................................................................. (10,000 ) ............................ (7,500 ) (¥2,500 ) (∂7,500 ) 

Service center operations ..................................................................................................................................................................... (532,414 ) (507,479 ) (524,788 ) (¥7,626 ) (∂17,309 ) 
Asylum, refugee and international operations .................................................................................................................................... (196,877 ) (196,274 ) (196,584 ) (¥293 ) (∂310 ) 
Records operations ............................................................................................................................................................................... (86,631 ) (86,774 ) (86,774 ) (∂143 ) ............................
Business transformation ...................................................................................................................................................................... (344,055 ) (269,216 ) (269,216 ) (¥74,839 ) ............................

(Digitization program) ................................................................................................................................................................. (29,000 ) ............................ (29,000 ) ............................ (∂29,000 ) 

Subtotal .................................................................................................................................................................................. 2,475,547 2,343,514 2,391,064 ¥84,483 ∂47,550 

Information and Customer Services: 
Operating expenses .............................................................................................................................................................................. (88,891 ) (89,011 ) (89,011 ) (∂120 ) ............................

Administration: 
Operating expenses .............................................................................................................................................................................. (381,666 ) (382,334 ) (382,334 ) (∂668 ) ............................

Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements [SAVE] ................................................................................................................................. (29,937 ) ............................ (20,048 ) (¥9,889 ) (∂20,048 ) 

Subtotal, Fee accounts ............................................................................................................................................................................. 2,976,041 2,814,859 2,882,457 ¥93,584 ∂67,598 

H1–B Visa Fee Account: 
Adjudication Services: 

Service center operations ..................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ (12,550 ) ............................ ............................ (¥12,550 ) 

H1–B and L Fraud Prevention Fee Account: 
Adjudication Services: 

District operations ................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................ (35,000 ) ............................ ............................ (¥35,000 ) 

Total, Fee accounts ......................................................................................................................................................................... 2,976,041 2,862,409 2,882,457 ¥93,584 ∂20,048 

Total, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services ........................................................................................................... (3,078,465 ) (3,005,383 ) (2,994,381 ) (¥84,084 ) (¥11,002 ) 
Appropriations ......................................................................................................................................................................... (102,424 ) (142,974 ) (111,924 ) (∂9,500 ) (¥31,050 ) 
Fee accounts ........................................................................................................................................................................... (2,976,041 ) (2,862,409 ) (2,882,457 ) (¥93,584 ) (∂20,048 ) 

(Immigration Examination Fee Account) ................................................................................................................................................................ (2,923,845 ) (2,814,859 ) (2,882,457 ) (¥41,388 ) (∂67,598 ) 
(H1–B Visa Fee Account) ....................................................................................................................................................................................... (13,000 ) (12,550 ) ............................ (¥13,000 ) (¥12,550 ) 
(H1–B and L Fraud Prevention Fee Account) ........................................................................................................................................................ (39,196 ) (35,000 ) ............................ (¥39,196 ) (¥35,000 ) 

Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 

Salaries and Expenses: 
Law enforcement training ............................................................................................................................................................................. 207,937 198,375 198,004 ¥9,933 ¥371 
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Fiscal year 2012 
enacted 

Fiscal year 2013 
request 

Fiscal year 2013 
bill Bill vs enacted Bill vs request 

Management and administration ................................................................................................................................................................. 29,716 29,261 29,163 ¥553 ¥98 
Accreditation ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1,304 1,303 1,300 ¥4 ¥3 

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 238,957 228,939 228,467 ¥10,490 ¥472 

Acquisitions, Construction, Improvements, and Related Expenses ....................................................................................................................... 32,456 29,385 28,385 ¥4,071 ¥1,000 

Total, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center ..................................................................................................................................... 271,413 258,324 256,852 ¥14,561 ¥1,472 

Science and Technology 

Management and Administration .......................................................................................................................................................................... 135,000 138,008 132,000 ¥3,000 ¥6,008 

Research, Development, Acquisition, and Operations: 
Research, development, and innovation ....................................................................................................................................................... 265,783 478,048 450,555 ∂184,772 ¥27,493 
Laboratory facilities ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 176,500 127,432 164,932 ¥11,568 ∂37,500 
Acquisition and operations support .............................................................................................................................................................. 54,154 47,984 47,984 ¥6,170 ............................
University programs ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 36,563 40,000 40,000 ∂3,437 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 533,000 693,464 703,471 ∂170,471 ∂10,007 

Total, Science and Technology ................................................................................................................................................................. 668,000 831,472 835,471 ∂167,471 ∂3,999 

Domestic Nuclear Detection Office 

Management and Administration .......................................................................................................................................................................... 38,000 39,692 39,650 ∂1,650 ¥42 

Research, Development, and Operations: 
Systems engineering and architecture ......................................................................................................................................................... 30,000 30,091 30,000 ............................ ¥91 
Systems development .................................................................................................................................................................................... 51,000 28,401 28,000 ¥23,000 ¥401 
Transformational research and development ............................................................................................................................................... 40,000 83,897 74,766 ∂34,766 ¥9,131 
Assessments .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 38,000 33,198 33,000 ¥5,000 ¥198 
Operations support ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 33,000 35,679 35,500 ∂2,500 ¥179 
National Technical Nuclear Forensics Center ............................................................................................................................................... 23,000 25,564 25,564 ∂2,564 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 215,000 236,830 226,830 ∂11,830 ¥10,000 

Systems Acquisition: 
Radiation portal monitor program ................................................................................................................................................................ 7,000 1,355 1,355 ¥5,645 ............................
Securing the Cities ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 22,000 22,000 22,000 ............................ ............................
Human portable radiation detection systems .............................................................................................................................................. 8,000 28,100 28,100 ∂20,100 ............................

Subtotal ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 37,000 51,455 51,455 ∂14,455 ............................

Total, Domestic Nuclear Detection Office ................................................................................................................................................ 290,000 327,977 317,935 ∂27,935 ¥10,042 

Total, title IV, Research and Development, Training, and Services ........................................................................................................ 1,331,837 1,560,747 1,522,182 ∂190,345 ¥38,565 
(Fee Accounts) ................................................................................................................................................................................. (2,976,041 ) (2,862,409 ) (2,882,457 ) (¥93,584 ) (∂20,048 ) 

TITLE V—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

USCIS Immigrant Integration Grants ..................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 2,500 ∂2,500 ∂2,500 
NSSE reimbursement fund ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 7,500 ............................ 5,000 ¥2,500 ∂5,000 
Data center migration ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 70,000 ............................ 55,000 ¥15,000 ∂55,000 
DHS Consolidated Headquarters Project ................................................................................................................................................................ 55,979 ............................ 29,000 ¥26,979 ∂29,000 
Community disaster loans ..................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ 13,000 ∂13,000 ∂13,000 
ICE Salaries and expenses (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................................. ¥10,000 ............................ ............................ ∂10,000 ............................
ICE Automation Modernization (rescission) ........................................................................................................................................................... ¥10,000 ............................ ............................ ∂10,000 ............................
CBP Automation Modernization (rescission) .......................................................................................................................................................... ¥5,000 ............................ ............................ ∂5,000 ............................
USCG AC&I Great Lakes Icebreaker (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................... ¥2,427 ............................ ............................ ∂2,427 ............................
TASC (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ¥5,000 ............................ ............................ ∂5,000 ............................
US-VISIT (rescission) .............................................................................................................................................................................................. ¥27,400 ............................ ............................ ∂27,400 ............................
Analysis and Operations (rescission) .................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥1,800 ¥1,800 ¥1,800 
CBP BSFIT (rescission) ........................................................................................................................................................................................... ¥7,000 ............................ ¥73,232 ¥66,232 ¥73,232 
ICE Construction (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ ¥3,108 ¥3,108 ¥3,108 
TSA Surface Transportation (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................................ ¥71,300 ............................ ¥21,667 ∂49,633 ¥21,667 
Rescission of NSC #5 fiscal year 2011 funding ................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥43,500 ¥43,500 ¥43,500 
Rescission of NSC #4 fiscal year 2010 funding ................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥25,000 ¥25,000 ¥25,000 
Rescission of NSC .................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ ............................ ¥25,000 ¥25,000 ¥25,000 
USCG AC&I (rescission) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥15,000 ¥15,000 ¥15,000 
USCG AC&I (rescission) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥15,000 ¥15,000 ¥15,000 
Patrol boats (fiscal year 2010)(rescission) ........................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥8,000 ¥8,000 ¥8,000 
H–60 (fiscal year 2012)(rescission) ...................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥5,000 ¥5,000 ¥5,000 
H–60 (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥3,000 ¥3,000 ¥3,000 
Program Management (rescission) ........................................................................................................................................................................ ............................ ............................ ¥5,000 ¥5,000 ¥5,000 
H–65 (rescission) ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥10,000 ¥10,000 ¥10,000 
Predisaster Mitigation Fund (rescission) ............................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥12,000 ¥12,000 ¥12,000 
Rescission of legacy funds .................................................................................................................................................................................... ¥20,654 ............................ ¥7,680 ∂12,974 ¥7,680 
Rescission of unobligated balances ...................................................................................................................................................................... ¥45,411 ............................ ¥33,011 ∂12,400 ¥33,011 

Total, title V, General Provisions .............................................................................................................................................................. ¥70,713 ............................ ¥202,498 ¥131,785 ¥202,498 
Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (133,479 ) ............................ (104,500 ) (¥28,979 ) (∂104,500 ) 
Rescissions ...................................................................................................................................................................................... (¥204,192 ) ............................ (¥306,998 ) (¥102,806 ) (¥306,998 ) 

DIVISION G 

Section 3001 (rescission) (Security) ...................................................................................................................................................................... ............................ ............................ ¥37,000 ¥37,000 ¥37,000 
Grand total ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 47,698,385 46,413,991 47,686,043 ¥12,342 ∂1,272,052 

Appropriations .................................................................................................................................................................................. (41,244,577 ) (40,957,991 ) (41,376,041 ) (∂131,464 ) (∂418,050 ) 
Rescissions ...................................................................................................................................................................................... (¥204,192 ) (¥25,000 ) (¥343,998 ) (¥139,806 ) (¥318,998 ) 
Overseas contingency operations/Global war on terrorism ............................................................................................................. (258,000 ) ............................ (254,000 ) (¥4,000 ) (∂254,000 ) 
Disaster relief category ................................................................................................................................................................... (6,400,000 ) (5,481,000 ) (6,400,000 ) ............................ (∂919,000 ) 

(Fee funded programs) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... (4,824,415 ) (4,882,914 ) (4,792,962 ) (¥31,453 ) (¥89,952 ) 
(Limitation on direct loans) ................................................................................................................................................................................... (25,000 ) (25,000 ) ............................ (¥25,000 ) (¥25,000 ) 
(by transfer) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... (179,278 ) (279,304 ) (24,000 ) (¥155,278 ) (¥255,304 ) 
(transfer out) .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... (¥115,778 ) (¥284,304 ) (¥24,000 ) (∂91,778 ) (∂260,304 ) 
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